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ACME

7
GLOSSARY

AcOreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education..
.The organization that officially accredits graduate
medical education program's in all specialties. Its

membership consists
Association; the Assoc

;,0 Colleges, the American H

the American Medical
in of American Medical ,.
ital Association, the

Societies, and theCouncil of Medical Special
merican.Hoard of Mpdlcal Specialties. 'It was-.fnrmed
in, 1981 to replace 'the Liaison Committee on Graldua
Medical Education, a similar organiz on wpich
performed thede functions through 1980.

GRAMPUS The Civilian Health and Medical Program Sf the
Uniformed Services. A program similar to health
insurance under which civilians eligible for Medical
care ih military.facilities can obtain'needed care from
Civilian providers when.they cannot obtain needed
services in military' facilities. Costs are shared
between the Department of Defense and the patients.

DOD pepartment of Defense

GMF.k:

,GZ4ENAC

0

Graduate Medical Education

Graduate Medical"Education Paxional Advisory Committee.
A public advisory committee appointed by the Secretary
at the 'Department of Hea44, Education and Welfare, in
1976 to adyise the SecreeafY on the numbers.of
physician's required in each specialty to bring supply

and requirements into balance, methods to improve the
geographic distribution' of physicians and*mechanisms to
finance graduate medical education. Its final report
was published in September 1980.

'HMO Health Maintenance Organization

HPSP The Armed Forces Health' Professions Scholarship'
. Program

tTOM The eInstitute of-Medicinof the National Acafy of
Sciences

Sty 'he Uniformed SerYices University ofthe Health Sciences

V.
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CHAPTER 1

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND ittcpmmikDATioNs

t
Sutnary

4%)

C-

intrnauction

The/Eree'milftary medical departments -expanded their .graduate
medical education (GME) programs very rapidly after the doctor draft.
ended in June 1973. By the late 1970's, a substantial fraction of
active duty military phyiTcians were interns, residents, or fellows.
In 1979, the Department of Defense issued a directive,to the three
Surgeons Gineral.to limit the fraction of military, physicians in

sradua,te medical educition positions by 1985 to not more than 20
percent of their authorized physician strength. All three Surgeons`
General disagreed strongly with this directive. The.Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Wealth Affairs.then requested the Institute.
oeMedicine (IOM) to undertake,a study of graduafe medical education
in the military services that would address three questions:

1. What, isthe maximum capacity of each military medical
department to conduct GME programs in its own,hospitals considering
the availability of (a) patients, (b) staff, (c) facilities, and (d)
other pertinent.resources?

2. How do these prograis affect the recruitment and retention"
of military physicians?

. 3. What
i
are the optimal sizes 6f such programs?

The IOM contracted,to do the study in May mo. A study
committee was appointed and held its first meeting in jilt* 1980. At
that meetinvihe three Surgeons General pointed out that the most
important re son for the decision to expand GME programs in military

hospitals was the need"to increase the number"of physicians.on active
duty status.- The GME programs, in conjunction with the Armed Forces
'Health ProfOisions Scholarship Program (HPSP), assisted in the
recruitmeat and retention of physiciansassistance that was badly 41

needed because the military medical departments were below authorized
strength and were particularly short in certain specialties.

4.

-1-
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f Because most military 6MB programs are condutte,d in a relativelu
small number of major medical centers, the expansion of GME has
concentrated substantial numberti of active duty physicians in these

centers. About 60% of Army physicians, for example, are assigned to
eight medical centers, most of which are located in large cities S.hat

are not near posts with large troop concentration, Many of the. ,

i
Army's "community" hospitals on posts with large numbers of active

duty personnel and tependentvre short of physicians. Hence, some

I observers considered that.the decision'to expand GME extensively has

had adverse consequences for the. staffing of "community". hospitals.

Thisois the 'central points of disagreement that led to the stay.

Other questions implied by the charge to the committee include: Is

' it necessary for the military to operate any GME programs at all? Is

there a need for a "cap" on military GME? Is it reasonable or

Appropriate to expect each military medical department to operate the

same proportionate amounts of GME? Tq'what extent, and in what ways,

are changing external"cirtumstances--in the civilian medical

education and health care sectors--likely to affect the military

physician ma power pools and the role of military GME?
V

After exiiloring the literature and the availability of data. the

committee concluded that the report should be based on'information

derived from three set's of activities:

A review of the literature and ana lysis of ad hoc data to be

obtaTned from the Department of Defenie 0657. This would

be used to examine the missions/roles of the military
medibal departments, the resources available o them, and

the public policy and other circumstances relevant to the
questions being addressed\ttbe committee.

Site visits to a sample of military hospitals--both teaching

hospitals and community hospitals without GME progiamsIto

interview residents, staff physicians, hospital commanders

and others.

Analyses of probable trends in military, physician manpower

using a mathematical model developed for the purpose by a

DOD contractor.

. If should be understood that none of the questions'addressed_by
tfie committee can be answered objectively and unambiguously by
straightforward collection and analysis of data and the application

of objective criteria to the findings. The responses rest heavily on

professional judgement. The information derived from site viisits to

nine medical centers and from the Advisory Council on-Gradupte

\\. Medical Education (ACbME) provided the basis for respondineto the

question on maximum capacity Of GME. The site visit.interviews, plus

.1 a review of the literature, provided, the basis for responding to the

qhestion on the effetts of -GME on recruitment and retention of

.1

2.
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physician.: Analysis-of trends in/dilitary physician manpower pools
under various assumptions, together with other materials, including
the recent report of the Graduate Medical Education National Advispry
Committee (ILIENAC), provideota basis for discussing the optimal sizes

of the GME ograms.

Perspectives on Military Medicine

'

The primary responsibility,,,,of each military 'medical d6artment is
to maintain the health- of ihe,antive duty-forCes and to be prepared

(theytreat a large=number of callOalties war: In 'peacetime

4'-they also provide medical care4tOn a space available basis--to the
dependents of active duty personnel, to retirees And their dependents,
.and to the dependent Aurvisciors OPeceased active duty personnel.
The two missionsthe "readiness" mission nd the "beneficiary"

mission - -are both conlementary and coupe tive. They are

complementary because civilian patients e needed in peacetime tp
maintain the skills of the professional And supporting_ staffs of the

medical department for the "reodipees," mission. 'they ate competitive

bec7Ae the miVorservices-.-an ikthe,types'ff speeialists-'-needed by
civ lian beneficiaries in.peacefime are:very different from those

needed by active duty personnelqn wartime.

- a41

.4t.

The committee recognized that the Wtimal size" of the,GME
programs is clearly related to the authorized size of the military

medical departments in peacettbe. And -the size of the military
medical departments should beJferived---rot only from purely military
considerations--e.g., eqze and deployment of the armed forces, the
nature'of the wartime "scenarios" on which military plans and
capability are based,'theatic, evacuation policy, the size and

4= readiness of the reserves, initial wartime casualty estimates- -but

alai the potential'relationships with-civilian medical facilities in

peacetime and in var. But the committee" was advised by the study

spongar that exploration Of,these issues was well beypnd its terms of
referfnce. ,Accordinallyl-th'e size of each of the medical
departments - -and the numbers end types of physicians each is

authorized to have for its- didgionwas accepted without review by

the committee.

.
The three military megcal departments are responsible fin

,providing medioal care tobout 2 million active duty, .personnel, 2.5
million dependents, and 3.9 million retirees, their families, and
other civilian beneficiaries. ,Although not all of the civilian
beneficiaries rely on the pOD'for their medical care, a large number
obtain their care'from'maitary medical facilities or the Civilian

Health andliediCal Program of'the Unifbtmed Services (CHAMPUS). The
military rely .on Civilian patients in peacetime to maintain
professional,and technical staff skills to support GME programs, so

16
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they prefer to keep CHAMPUS as 'srdess satisfact ory alternat ive to use

of military medical'faCilities for ciyilian beneficiaries--that is,
as a fall-back pobition. The fact that CHAMPUS is viewed as a less
4desirebie alternitive to direct care (because of the co-paymeats
required and the fact Chat some medical services. are not covered by
quieus) is a causbfor,dissatisfaction. This has generated strong
pressures on the Congress to reduce CHAMPUS co-payment requirements
And to increase the service, coverage. Currently, an experimenvis
underway tea determirne whether CHAMPUS beneficiaries should be all(Wed

to enroll in civilian health maintenance organizations (HMOs) -with
,CHAMPUS contracting to cover a substantial portion of the premiams.
Should this prove popular, especially for retirees, it Gould reduce
demand for services at anumber of major military medical centers and

er
foriee reductions in medical case and' GME programs at those center

World War II ended military medicine's relative isolation from
the mainstream of American medicine. After the war, all three
military medical departments started GME programs to maintain
continuing associations withacademic medical centers and to attract
highly qualified physicians to choose careers-in military medicine.
During the period from World War II until June 1973, the draft'and

, the Berry Plaa (which igermktted medical students who volunteered for
military service to defer entry,on active duty until they had
completed their graduate medical education) provided as many trained

physicians as were needed by the military.
4

The end of the draft it?1975, brought about two major changes in

circumstadtes: (1) the military could not recruit sufficient numbers */ .

of physicians to maintain authorized'aumbers on active, duty,, and (2)

severe.shortages in key specialties appeared'and persisted for
years. The ability of the military to recruit physicians in the
mid-1970s was affected by the other changes'that had ocdurred since

-1-World War II:

the rapid growth of private third7party health insurance
beginning in the 1950s and the passage of- Medicare and
Medicaid id the bid 1960s, all of which helped to stimulate
inflation in hospital-costs and physici5p,!. incomes

a Large expansion in the number"of hospitak-beds in'the
country

,rapid growth in medical research,centered largely in the
lbedical schools, which led to growth in medical

specialization, increases in numbers of full iine clinical

faculty, and increases in' specialty training

achange in the proportion of graduating physicians planning.
to, undertake 376 years of GME; 94 percent of all recent
graduates plan to complete GME and acquire board
Certification.



By the late 1950s and early 19601 theme was a widely - shared"

perceptiori that there was a serious national shortage of physicians.
This prompted federal action to stimulate establishmenfOf new
medical schools and/to expand, enrollment of existing schools. 'By

v..
1980, the number of medical schools had increased by 40 percent'and

enrollment had doubled. At the same time, tuition fees had climbed
steeply, particularly in the private schools. The federal gOvernment

also adjusted its ithmigration policies to attract foreign medical
iraduates and many entered .his country.

1
e f

In 1972,_theyear before the draft ended, the Uniformed Services

Heal h ProfessioN Revitalizatiorr Act was"passed. This law

established the Armdd Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
which'authorized the three military medical department&to provide
.total of 5000 scholarships per yea? to students in health
piofesOonal schools in exchange for service obligations .(on a

year:-for-year basis) after graduation. It, also established the

'Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, the principal\J

component Of which is a military medical school. The scholarship

(FPSP) program is now the main source of physician recruits for the

military, although physician volunteer& also are important i The USU

graduates will becomp increasingly important inte_mid-tollate 1980s.
,/

ti

The effects of the federal actions to ease physician ortages

Ashave already. begun to dtangefthe physician population ri ios
aignificantly. The GMENAC report estimated, that the number of

3 physicianS per 100,000 population in the U.S. will invasse from 171
in 1478 to 220 by 1950 anti 247 by the year 2000 if the currently

projected output of U.S. medical schools is sustained throughout this

period.

Physician Manpower and Military RedicAe

Military medicfne4 has experienced two eras since World War II' and

is'about to enter a third. The first was the draft era which lasted

from World War II until June 1973. .During this period the military
had no problems in obtaining the numbers and types of physicians they

nedded. The ftecond era is a period of transition in which shortages '

of physicians are gradually eased by the growing output of the HPSP,

USU, 'and volunteer''recruitment programs. The third era--which the

Navy azd Air Force are now entering, and which,the Army should enter

in a few years--is one in which physician shortages will no longer be

a problem, even withoutIthe draft.

The transition,era diffeied from the draft erarnthe following

ways:

S

-5-
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1. Total numbers of physicians on active duty dropped below the
numbers each medical department needed and was authOlized to have on
active duty. In 1977 the -Army was 23 perce"nt belmb the Navy 5
percent and the Air Force 13 percent'below their authorized.strengehs.

2. Severe, shortages of certain specialists appeared and

persisted--e.g., r4diologists, anesthesiologist, orthopedic qurgeons

nd other surgical specialists.,

./1

3. Most of the new recruits were'untrained physicians--either
new graduates from medical schools or recent graduates who had

leted an internship but had not had residency training.

4. Of the relatively smelt numberrof fully trained volunteers
wholcould be recruited, a'significant fraction were foreign medical'
kradUates, many of whom came Atom countries with very different

.-languages and.culres.

Both the Navy and the Ai Farce currently have reached their
authorized'physician strengths and are emerging from the transition

era. Bit both still have substantial fractions of their physicians
it GME positions, and about one fifth of their physicAns not in
training status who have patient care assignments are general medical
officers or flight surgeons who.have not had residency training.
Both services still have shortages in some 4,,Acialties. The Army is

still 1.percent below its. steady -state authorized strength.

Analysis of ,the probable, tram's in military physician
a t manpower--using a mathematical model that permitted examination of

the- consequences of a.nuaber of explicit assumptions - -led the
,

. committee to conclude that: (
4

I 4'
1. Unless some everitk occur to make military service less

attractive to physicians hhgn is currently the case, the end 2f

era df physician slibrtageVis in s±ght. r

. ,

t
2. Maintaining high levels GME.will help the Army to reolpte

the number of years it will tiKke to achieve its authorized level of
active duty physicians. The Navy and the Air Forte may not need co

i't,1continuemaintaining such high levels of E. 4
(

, .

3. Th4 total numb and distribution of4BPSP recipients among c

the three medical serviles should be reexamined. The Navy 'and -the

Air Force share probably should be reduced end the Army's increased,
(as is explained in'thpter 4). . "

The committee commeliceditts study with the'assuiption that the
central conca*n of all three mil4try medical departments was the A
shtrtage'of miiiiary physicians.. Presentations by all three Surgeons

General had emphasized this view
lk.

.
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It'is now clear that circumstanoei are changing so rapidly that,,
all three military services must start to Adjust to a very 4ifferent

se ,of problems; namely, bpviito maintain a properly-balancid, high
quality force of act..ive'dilty.physicians in a civilian environment in
which physicians in most specialties will not be in short supply.

'Policies and ProgramShAffectingtecruitment, assignment, promotion
and career retention must be adjusted'to ,circumstances that require a,
CeTtafry number of new physicians to enter each year, a certain number,

4 to ,leave -after completion of obligated service, but well before
retirement'eligiblity, and some to temain on active duty until they
reireophisticated new planning and management techniques will
have to be,,developed and some critical policy decisions made by each
of the military medical departments to func on effectively in the
newly emerging era.,

,i

Aa.the'militaryservices achieve the
strength, there is an opportunity to us
military GME, to staff the reserve'com
department. At present, the Army's p

i oilnly 27 percent of authorized streng

reserves are at 76 percent and 77 p
authorizeCatrength. If the HPSP egislation ere a!nended to perm

payback of obligated.service by service in the reserves--e.g., thre

years of reserve service in lieu of one year of active duty .

.

service--these deficits could be remedied in a relatively few years.
/

Even with this authorization in place, in two or three years both
the Navy and the Air Force will have more HPSP recipients becoming
available for service each year than they willbe able to assign

either to active duty or reserve positions at present'authorization
levels. But the Army will still hav'e substantial requirement's both
for active duty and reserve.service. Modifying the distribution of

HPSP recipients to give theArmy afech larger share is clearly
appropriate.

,

J. .

authorized active duty.
the PPSP, together with

onents of each medical
, )

sician reserves are .staffed at.
. The Navy and the Air.Fory

rcent, respectively, of

Graduate Medical Education and Military Medici

1\

e

1\

va.

Military GME trainees ass,fraction of total active duty.1

physicians grew very rapidly since the early 1970. In the Army, GME

expanded from 14 percent of the active duty force to 39 percent
between 1970 and 1980; Comparable figures for the Navy were 17

percent and 30 percent; for the Air Force., 9 percent and 19 percent.
---

The role of military GME is becoming more significant in the

'national context. In 1970, military GME positions were'3 percent of;
the national total of GME positions. In 1980, military GME accounts
for 5 percent of all GME positions. This has occurred during a.

-7-
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in which the ratio*Of the number of first year GME positions
number of U.S. medical graduateq each year ha'S diminished from
1.2. Thus, the relative importance of military GME compared

e civhlian programs has clearly increased. `There are strong
es in the civilian sector to reduce GMEkograms. This is a

tance of great importance for military medicine becave it
y will-affect DOD decisions on the amount GME-to'be
ted in DOD hospltalaand the amount to be.sponlred in civilian
ala.

,programs are as important for their process effects as fOr
utput of trained specialists., The process effects include
quality and the quantity of patient care in the hospitals in

he programs are operating; (2) the number and quality of

ans assigned to the pedi5a1 centers as Alltrainees and
g staff; and (3)1tht attitudes towards)and understanding of,
y medicine by the 'am trainees. The'putput affects (1) the
And quality of- specialists prOduced and available for field

ents, and (2) the number of steciatists oriented toward
.in military medicine.

relative importance of military GME has varied ineach of the
f pilitary medicine. In the draft era, the qualitative effects
ost important. In the tianstion era, bOth qualitative and
ative effects -- especially the latter--were impoftant. In the

Jan surplus era, concerns both for quality and for achieving
1 quantities will become important. The quantitative concerns
e to adjust the size of the enterprfse so -that the Odtput each
ill not exceed the number of vacancies for staff physicians in
f the, specialties.

e committee has concluded, on the basis of its site visits,

11 thee military medical departienes ptiobablly:have expanded

GME p ograms to the maximum Capacity (based on currently
ble facilities and resources, including staff and patients)
ly II, excess of maximum capacity in some cases.
P To . 4
om the standpoint,of,the missions of the military medical_
ments', the optiinal"size of the GME program is a functidn of the-
bility,of the numbers and-Ii5ds of military physicians needed.
here are more thad enough physicians available?), the optimal
ould be as small as the minimum 'size judged to be necessary to
n high quality patient care.Wben there are persistent
ges of,physicians, the optimal- size pf the GME program is the

m consistent with resource ?tvailabilYiy and maintenance of high

y educational programs: w

e committee sees no basis fort assuming ttlit it-woulsi be

riate to require all4three medical departments to oPgrate with
me proportion of tfleif active duty medical officers in GME

. The pertinent circumstances of each department are

"-£3-
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different. Each has a different amount, type, and distribution of
patient care facilities suitabll for conducting GME programs and each
has very different requirements for operational assignments for its
physicians.

Conclusions

The Role of GME in Military Medicind I

,GKE'programi in militarhospitals have two mecor, functions: (1)

to affect, the quality and qfiantrty of patient care, and (2) to affect

the qbality and quantity pf the military Physician manpbwer pool.

* GME programs help to insure the capability of the three military

medicaf departments to deliver high quality patient care in the
medical centers and they also help to Sustain the quality of care

elsewhere in the system. This, in turn, contributes to the medical
departments' primary military mission to be ready to .deal with a

sudden influx of wartime casualties. During a period of physician

shortages, the manpower effects of military GME are very impoftant.

The larger the number and sizeof the-programs, the larger t e number

of physicians on active duty training status and in teachi

positions at'the hospitals in which the programs are conducted, and

the larger the number of specialists turned out who_haxe been trained

in military hospitals.
A

During the 'period, from the er1-411.-e-WQrld War II until the end of

---the draft in 073, military GME was importan't primarily for its

qualitative effects on patient care. The program levels were

modest. But with ,the end of the draft, the military medical

departments found themselves in an era of physician shortages and

they all enlarged their military GME programs'as much as possible and

used them'in conjunction with the IIPSP to_maximfte their recruitment

and retention leverage.

This set of circumstances is now Changing. The Navy and the Air

Force are both approaching a new era in which physician shortages

will no longero.be.a problem. The Army is likely to be in the same

position in a few years. When phNician shortages are no longer the

-central concern, the size of the GME programs, along with other

physician manpower policies affecting recruitment, retention,

promotion and assignment of.physicias, will have to be adjusted to

function in a Teriod of likely surpluses.of physicians in many

specialties. The GME programs and other manpower and personnel

policies (e. s., assignments, promotions) may have to maintain a high

quality physician force under circumstandes inwhich it will be

necessary to a4dw only a fraction Of those who wish to do so to

become career Medicaitofficers in order to permit the continued

-9-,
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_enrollment of young physicians and to assure re sonable age and grade
distribution. The function of GME under these c rcumstances willbe
somewhat different than it was in tither of the two previous eras.

Since' passage of the Uniformed Service's Health Professions

Revitalization Act in 1972, the military services havd become deeply
. involved in undergraduate as well as graduate medical education. The
complete education of-phySiQians depends on the quality of'both
undergraduate and graduate phases. With the evident improvement in
the ability of the armed forces to, attract and retain physicians, the
military medical educational programs should be geared to attracting
'and retaining ,talented students. Through the provisi6Pof graduate
mediCal education programs of higt qutlity, both Uniformed Services
University of the Health Scierices'graduates and VSP scholarship'
recipients can be prepared to opeiate medical departmentd that can he
maintained at a high state of readiness and simultaneously provide ".

high quality medical care to Civilian beneficiaries in peacetime. -

The `future challenges will be to'aelect very talented students for
lathe USUHS and the HPSP, to es blish policies and procedures that

will permit the services Co offer.career opportunities to those who
/demonstratethat they are the Most capable and strongly motivated

during the-course of heir undergraduate and graduate medical"
education, and to limit the service of'those who are not as .

.

qualified. Graduate medical education in military hospitals provided
important opportunities to evaluate the talents and qualifications of
potential career medical officers. It should be an -important phase
in the developmentNof career medical officers, of, the highest quality.

'Maximum Capacity for Conducting Military GME

Based on available staff, patients, and other current resource,
constraints, the three services have expandeidetheir Military GME
programs to ximum capacity or slightly beyond, in some cases.
Although o y 4 out of 243 programs are on probationary status, the .

committee 'convinced that each of the services has some additional
programs hat are pressing the limits of available resources./

Effectsgf Military GME on Recruitment and Retention

The primary recruitment and retention effects of GME in military
hospitals stem from the way that, in conjunction with the HPSP, the

increased size of the GME programs makes it possible to bring more
HPSP graduates on duty and to keep them for longer periods than would

-o5herWide be possible. They are on active duty during the years they
spend in residency training and only afterwards do they begin to

"ti 10
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' serve theiwbligated service. In addition, enlarged GME programs

increase tfil number of teachfng staff who remain on active duty

voluntarilL because therare interested in teaching assignments.
Finally, it is probable that a larger fraction of the physicians who
receive their GME in military hospitals elect to remain on active
duty after completion of their obligated service than do those who
commence obligated service after completing GME civilian

facilities,
I

Optimal Size of GME Program
/64

The committee concludes that under the circumstances that have
faced military medicine since the end of the draft in 1973-(i.e.,
physician shortages, heavy reliance on HPSP for new recruits), the

most appropriate size of the military GME program iathe maximum

consistent with high quality. The Army medical department is still
substantially below its authorized physician strength, hence the
optimum size of its GME program for the next few years will conjinue

to be the maximum GME,it can conduct consistent with quality and with

the changing circumstances in particullq specialties. As physician

scarcities begin totease--a change already being experienced by the
Navy and the Air Force--optimal amounts of military GME undoubtedly
will be lower, but the precise_ amounts will depend on a,number of

factors and policy determinations, including:

the extent to.which patient availability at the various
military medical centers is affected by future statutory
changes in CHAMPUS (suctras an HMO enrollment option)

the extent to which the civilian physician labor mark

softens and is reflected in the increasing numbers of
military physicians who are willing to remain on active duty
indefinitely; i.e., a circumstance in which the emphasis
will shift from how to maximize recruitmentzand retention
incentives to how to determine how many and which physicians

shoule be recruited, and how many and whiCh of those
desiring to remain in service should be allowed to continue

on active duty

with a routine surplus of physicians, the fraction Di-the
active duty force that should be allowed to be careerists
and the fraction that should be expected to leave after
obligated Service or some period beyond obkigated,service,
but short of retirement eligibility. The nutaber of career

medical officers should be kept to some specified
fraction--probably considerably less than half -of the total

active duty force for three reasons: (1) an annul infusion
of newIytrained,young physiciigis is important to avoid

c
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i7 the promotion and career assignment policies.that should be

11

professional stagnation; (2) a balanced distribution of age
and rank is necessary to facilitdie appropriate assignment

Otterns; end (3 to contain long run retirement, costs '

the fraction of the supply of new physicians, each year (in.

addition tothe USU graduates) that should come from the
HPSP and the fraction that should be fullytrained
wilurigeers or volunteers for military GME

adopted to be consistent with the above policies.

These emerging circumstances pose complex planning and 49,s:trgement
requirements for the DOD and for each of the three military medical

defirtmenEs4

Armed Forces.Health(Professions Scholarship Progiam (HPSP)

The full output of the-HPSP probably will be required for the
next few years, but two modifications appear to be necessary:

(1) The Army should have its share increased to 45-50 percent with
the Navy and the Air Force sharing the balance, and (2) authority to
permit HPSP graduates to discharge their service obligations in the

reserves (e.g., with 3 years of obligated reserve' service for each

year/15i HPSP support) should be sought. The ability to use the HPSP

to ill vacancies in the reserves 4ould be particularly valuable to

4fth Army because its physician reserves lre currently at 27% of

authorized strength. Both the Navy and Air Force have some
vacancies, but their problems are much smaller than the Army's.
Planning should be started very soon to determine the longterm HPSP-
levels needed to meet anticipated requirements when the services

,.

reach their "steadystate" levels. It is important not to make .

sudden changes in this program--changes should be gradual and should
be coordpafed with related changes in GME and other physician
manpower policiesthat each of the medical departments will be

devfloping.

DOD Administrative Ceiling on GME

The committee sees no public interest or management efficiency 'to
be served by imposing an administrative ceiling on military GME.
Each of the military medical departments is faced with a different

set of circumstances and requirements. Military GME is, only one of a

Voloet of interrelated programs and policies available to the Surgeons

General to use in managing their_ resources to carry out their

12
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resporibilities as effectively as possible Imposition of.an (

.

.

A .

arbitrate oeiling.on GME cannot help. .

'1.4..)

O.

Recommendations
$

Ceiling on Militiry piEhrogrems
4-

The committee recommends that'the Department of Defense withdraw
its 1979 directive,rO -the three military medical departients to limit
the fraction of active duty physicians in military GME assignments to
not more than 20 percent of the active duty physician strength in
1985. Each military medical department should be allowed to adjust
its own\military GME progrAms to meet the changing physician manpower
circumstances and requirements that it faces.

Armed Forces- Health.Professions_Schdlarship Prdgram

..

The committee recommends that:

as soon as feasible, the Army be allowed to iiterease its

share of the HPSP to at least 45 pdicent o,f the total

legislative authority be requested to authorize HPSP recipients
to serve Obligated service in the reserves on the basis of
three years of obligated reserve service for each year of
scholarship support; the military medical departments should
'be given the authority for determining whether an individual
HPSP recipient shall bt permitted to'fulfill part or all of his

'service obligation on active duty or in the reserves

a study be Undertaken to determine the number off HPSP

scholarships that will be needed in the future as the physician
manpower shortage ea$es and is replaced by different set of

circumstances pu,)

. .

,,,
changesin the HPSP be made gradually rather than abtii t y.

v. ...

Maintaining Hi Military GME

The committee recommends that each military medical department
institute as soon ds possible a-aystem,to review the quality of all

-13-
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4

n

of its,GNE progiams on a regular.basis. These reviews should make

use of'outside experts. Where programs are identified that are
marginal because of inadequacies in staff, piXient volume, or other
necessary resources, action should be taken either to provide the
additional resources, to reduce the scope of the progiams, or to

merge them with other programs. The military medical departments

should'Rek rely entirely on the Residency Review Committees to
perform this function. The,committee notesiihat this recommendation

is consistent with the "Revised General Requirements for the
Essentials of Accredited Residencies" which were adopted by the ACGME
in March1981. These include a requirement that institutions develop
internal mechanisms for qualitycontroi of their graduate medical

educativ programs.
14 '6

Planning for a New Era

The committee recommends that, the Department of. Defense initiate

a major effort to identify the policy and program changes needed to

maintain an effectime military medical establishment in the face of \"---

rapidly cDanging circumstances in the 1980s. Each military medical

department should be required to commence planning to identify the
changes it will need in its programs and policies to manage its
physician manpower requirements under the emerging circumstances of

potential physician surpluses. The planning activities of the three

services shOsetli be coordinated as appropriate by the Department,of

Defense. The ultimate objective is to produce a set of planning
kuidelines, programs, and,personnel policies that each service will
need'Ib function effectively from the early and ,mid-1980s into the
indefinite future. This effort should'be given very high priority.

All related .
N
o.rams,.Including HPSP, USU, the reserves, and CHAMPUS

should be inc in the effort.

:,
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CHAPTER 2

7,, INTRODUCTIOV

Purpose of the Study

4.

.

Graduate medical education (GME) programs'in military hospitals.
were expanded rapidly after the draft ended in 1973. By 1980, 39
percent of the Army's ctive duty physicians were interns, residents

or fellays in Army teac ins hospitals. 'Comparable figures for the
Navy and'Air Foipe werp.30 percent andc19 percent, respectively.
Concern for the effects on the distribution of physicians, support

staff, and other "resources of such high levels of GME prompted the
.r,

Department of Defense to;lbsue a memorandum directing each of the
military medical. departments to start reducing overall GME programs
in.1981 so that by 1985 not more than 20 percent of each service's
active duty physicians would be in GME trainee status. The three

Surgeons General strongly disagreed with,this proposal.. Thy
maintained that it was neither necessary nor desirable for the DOD to
impose' an administrative "cap" .on minter§ GME and that the

for the medical departments -- especially the Arm--to carry
delet4kous consequences of the policy would make

departments -- especially y

missions.

Because.theissues are both important and complex, and because
all three services disagreed strongly withthe DOD position, the
(Assistant Secritary of Defenstfor Heath Affairs requested the

Institute of Medicipt, in the spring of 1980,, to undePtake a study

that would address e specific questions:

. 1. What is the ue.ximun capacity of each military medical
depaitment to conduct GME progrfms in its own hospitala considering
the availability of (a) patients, (b) staff, (c) facilities, and (d)

other pertinent resources,

2. How do these programs affect the reegatmenqand retention of
military physicians?

3. What are the optimal sizes of such programi?

-15 -'
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The charge to the committee anticipated that other issue may
emerge in the course of the research, to be conducted by the Institute
of Medicine Committee-responsible for the study-.

Underlying Issues

The end of the draft in June 1973 posed immediate physician
manpower problems for the military. The military, edical departments
had relied on the draft for physiciansisince World Wir II. .The draft
ended at a time when circumstances in the civilian sector made it
difficult for the military to recruit fully-trained physicians it the
specialties they needed, and to retain sufficient numbers on active
duty bf those who complete obligated service.

The probrEtts posed by the end ofGhe draft were expected to
diminish in a few years with the increasing availability of medical ,

school graduates who were recipients of Armed Forces"Health
Prdf4sdions Scholarships, graduates of the Uniformed services
University of the Health Sciences, and volunteers., But the first two
sources proviliOhysicians who had not had GME, and well - qualified
fully-trained xnlunteers were difficult to recruit in the early and
middle 1970s. All three Surgeons General informed the committee that
theab circumstances led to the decisions to expand GMEsprograms in
military hospitals as much and as rapidlyvas possible. The principal

reasons they gave for the expansion were:
4

o

1. GME helped increase the number of physicians on active duty

, at a time when each orthe medical departments was below its
authorized physidian strength. GME in military hospitals increases

the amount of time scholarship recipients spend in uniform because-
they do not begin discharging their obligated service commitments
until they have cympleted graduate medical education. For example, a

scholarship recipient.with four years of obligated service who enters'
a four-year GME program in a militOty hippital will serve eight

years in uniform before completing obligated service. During this

period--except for the GME-1 year--he is available forimmediate

(V147

worldwide reassignment should a milit emergency occur. Therefore,

more active duty service is obtaine from the scholarship recipients
who go,through GME in meltary hospithls &ban is the case for those
who perform obligated Iterviqg after completing their specialty
training in civilian hospitals.

2. Physicians who obtain their specialty training in military

hospitals are much more likely than those trained in civilian
hospitals to voluriteer to continue on active duty afteecompleting
their obligated service.

of -16- 29



3. GME in military 'hospitals helps to ease the shortage of key
specialists by filling:training'slots in military medical centers
with scholarship recipints who, upon completion of training, are
assigned to serve their obligated service at posts which otherwise
would not have such specialists available. Theconduct of4GME
programd in these important specialties at the medical centers also
helps to retain in unifara wellqualified and experienced physicians .

who are assigned afaculty at these centers. :Their availability i
particularly important for achieving and maintaining satisfactory
"readiness" status for.Ole medical 80 partment of each military'

service. Also, some residents can be rotated to "community'. hospitals
on other posts where they can,assist in providing specialty care at

those posts.
,

4. More military tertiary care'capactilcan be maintained in

peacetime than could be managed without GME programs. This capacity

would be immediately available in an emergency. Moreover', although

most of the medicalceaters are authorized to operate at well below
their installed capaCity in peacetime, if they are operating
effectively additional beds could quickly be made operational when
they are needed.

The decision to.inerease 'graduate medical education programs to
assist in recruiting and retaining physicians has affected the
,tribution of active.duty physicians among the facilities operated
by each military mediCal department. For example, almost 60 percent
of active duty Army physicians are assigned to eight Army medical

,centers where most of the GME is provided. Most of these centers are

located in large cities that are not near posts with major troop

/ concentrations. Thus", a significant portion of the patients treated

in the medical centers are retirees, their dependents, and other

secondary beneficiarit's.

During a period og*physician shortages, it appeared to some DOD

and congressional observers that the assignment of the substantial
numbers of physicians and support staff-needed to operate large GME,
programs in the majotredical centers may have had-adverse
consequences for the staffing of the military "community" hospitals

operated by the Army and,the Air Force. Some posts in relatively

remote areas are unable to clavicle certain essential medical services

for active duty pertonnel or their dependents, primarily because of

physician shortages.1..The Inability to provide direct medical care
to dependents poses morale problems because the Civilian Health and

Medical Program of this Uniformed Saxvices (CHAMPUS) is not always a
satisfactory, substitute for direct care in military facilities. This,

is particularly troublesome at the 15 Army hospitals, 32 Air Force ,

hoSpitals and one Navrhospital that are located.in remote or
medically underserved gtographi gas in the United States.2

Dependents at these'posts may h unable to,obthin the medical

services they need from civilian providers locoed nearby. Another

is that CHAMPUS requires copaym nts which may/be burdensome for some

r-17
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benefigiaries,: particularly dependents of lower ranking active duty
persbnnel. tereolier, certain services are not covered by CHAMPUS
(e.g., well baby care, including immunizations) although they usually
aie obtainable at military facilities.

fhe'questions to be addressed by the committee also raise

additional issues. Is--it necessary for the military to operate any
GME programs at all? Is there a need for a "cap" on military GME? Is

it reaaonable 'or appropriate to expect each military medical

department to operate the same proportionate amount of GME? To what

extent, and inwhat ways, are hanging external circumstances--in the
civilian medical education and health care sectors--likely to affect ,

the military physician manpower pools and the role of military GME?

I

Study Approach
MP

The committee reviewed the literature and explored the
availability of appropriate data" in the Department of Defense And the
three military medical departments. It found substantial background
information in many of the recent studies doh (or sponsored) by the

DOD or the offices of. the three Surgeons General. A physician ,

manpower projection model developed for the Department of Defense by
Presearch, Inc. e$peared to be pArticularly useful for this study.
There did tot seemto be'any reason to conduct an attitude survey ,

because sevetasurveys of military physicians had been done in
recent years and contained extensive information on the attitudes,
circumstances,jand conditions that affect the career choices OW
professidnal behArior of .military physicians. The committee
concluded that the study should consist of three sets of activities
that would be designed to obtain the Information needed to respond to
the questions:

Re the litdrature and request, assemble, and analyze ad hoc

daNrom the DOD to examine the missions and roles of the
medical depeeriments, the resources available to them,
and the public policy and other circumstances relevant to the
questions being addresed by the committee.

. -

Sitevisits to A sample of military hospitals--both teaching
hospitals and community hospitals without GME,programs--to
interview residents, staff physicians, hospital commanders, and

, others. The purpose of the visits and the procedures used bi
'the committee in conducting the visits are described below.
Findings are in Chapters 4 and 5.

Analyses of the projected trends in military physician manpower
using a mathematical Model of the dynamics of the military

physician manpower-pools. The procedures are described, and

the findingsiprdsentAilt in Chapter 4.

t
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The report is organized as falows: the balance of Chapter 2
discusses the methodolOgy of the site visits, the methodological
issues posed by the questions, and the ccamitfee's decisions on how 4111

to handle them. Chapter 3 examines and describes the context in
whickh military medicine functions: its missions, changing national
circumstances, the GRAMPUS program, and the resources available.
Chapter 4 examines military physician manpower per_ se - -how each of

the services hag fared since the end of the draft, and the
trends,basedipn projections using a manpower model, likely in the
next few years.. The relevant findings from the site fisits are

presented. The poshibility bf using the HPSP in combination with
military GME t9 fill the reserves Is discussed. Chapter 4 describes

the scope of the GME programs, including specialty distribution. It

discusses the process and output aspects of GME and the quantitative

and qualitative effects of each. It discusses the issues of quality
and capacity of theGME protram, on the, basis of the site visit

findings. Finally, it examines optiMali levels of GME and presents

the committee's findings pn this/issue. Chapter 1 presents the

,committeeZs conclusions and recommendations.

Site Visit Procedures

Teams of commijtee members and consultants visited 17 military
hospitals operated by the three medical departments. The objectives

were (1) to assess the quality of a sample of the,GME programs being

operated by the military medical departments; (2) to assess the

adequacy of the resources available..to support. these
'programspatients, facilities, supporting services, numbers, and

qualifications of staff physicians serving as faculty; (3) to assess

the attitudes of *residents and staff physicians toward the GME

..,programs'and toward careers in military medicine, and the factdrs

that were perceived as being most important in helping to shape these

attitudes; and, (4) o visit military' community hospitals without

GME Programs to dete ne,how physicians at those hospitals perceived

the role of GME, what heir relationships were to the medical centers

and their attitudes to rd military medical careers.

The seventeen hospitals visit were located in six regions of

the country: Denier, San Antonio, San Diego,'San Francisco,

Washington, D.C., and Louisiana. Except for,the hospital in

Louisiana, each area had at least one major medical center and one
community hospital on a military training installation not too far
away. Each team visited a large medical center on the first day and,

on the following day, a community hospital.

A total of nine medical dente, were selected for site visits:'

foulr, Army medical centers (Brooke in San Antonio, Fitzsimons in

,
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Denver, Letterman inrSan,Francisco, and Walter Reed in Washington,
. D. C.);.,three Navy,teditti centers (Bethesda, Oakland, and San

Dilgo) and two Air Force'centers (Wilford Hall In San Antonio and
David Grant on Travis Air Force Base in_941ifornla). The GME
programs chosen for review at Alth of These medical centers always

included medicine and surgery. ,Residency programs in the departments
of pediatrics, family practice,'obstetrPts/gynecology, orthopedic
surgery, pathology, radiology, anesthesiology, and psyjhiatry ;Sere

selected in some hospitals but not in ottifrs. Three community

hospitals visited have rpsidency training projiams in family
practice. The lite visit team also reviewed the emergency medicine
residencTprogram at Darnell Army Hospitalqt Fort Hood, Texas.

3,

.....,

usedto identify the individuals to be interviewed. The list

included the names of the physicians, the names and location of the
colleges, undergraduate and graduate medical education institutions
they-attended% . In the case Otaff physicians, the list kaso
contained information on previous military assignments. Individuals
to be interviewed were selicted from the list so as to be reasonably
represeqtative of the group as a whole. -

- .

,
.

Ea h site'visit team consisted of three or four committee members
and/or consultants, one of whom was &surgeon. At the medical

1center , each member of the site visit team reviewed two residency
programs. They interviewed several residents--at least one in each

In addition to looking at the residency programs and at the
community hospitals,, the committee was interested in the
relatibnships of community hospitals to major medical centers and the
adequacy and availability o medical service for the active duty
troops and their'dependents The committee also was interested in
assessing the problem of p ysician retention and profession41
isolation in those community hospitals without any residency
programs. Fort Polk was selected so that ehe committee could observe
the problems of providing medical care to the troops, and their

dependenpi in a, relatively isolated2 medically underserved area.
. /

The permission of the Surgeo s General was obtained for the

committee to request copies o the Residency Revise Committee reports

on the GME progrftms in the hospitals to be visiteif. These documents

were made available on a confidential basis to the site visit teams
/ to help acquaint them with the specifics of edch program including

issues reflecting on the quality end capacity of the training program
such as adequacy of the resources, patient volume, and supervision.

....
-

Interview guidet were used so that the committee members would
obtain a common core of information in the interviews. Separate
guides were used for interviews of house staff,and attending staff.

tIlte guides are shown in appendixes B and,C.

Prior to the site visit, the committee ataff-obtaineda list of
residents and ttaff phy?icians at each institution. These lists were

"I 0



year of training--severa teaching staff members with different ranks
L and backgrounds, and the chief of service of each program. This

procedure was modified somewhat at the community-hospitals, but in
all cases a full day was spent by each site visitor in 20-30 minute
interviews with physicians. All the site visits...were started kith a
meeting between the site visit team, the Hospital Commander,/the
Chief of Professional Staff, the Director of Medical Education and
the ChiefNurse. The individual physician interviews were
supplemented with an informal luncheon meeting between the service
chiefs and the site visitors. In aggregate,lcommittee members on the

site visit tame talked to'407 military staff physicians and
residentsy wbo'constituted 9 percent of the total number of'
physicians assigned to the 17 hoSpitals visited.

t'

Notes on Methodolo y

None of the questions. addressed by the committ can answered

objectively and unambiguously by straightforward collection and
analysis of data and the application of entirely objective criteria ,

to the findings. Rather, the responses all rest in varying degree on
professional judgment. The reasons are that the questigns about
graduate medical education concern a highly complex, dynamic,
interactive system containing a very large number of variables, not
all of which can be controlled or even measured.

The committee was faced with questions of hoii detatled and

extensive an effort was necessary to assemble sufficient information
on,Which to rest its professional judgments. For eXampleisigp three
services operate 243 GME-prOgrams. Was it necessary to uct

-4,

:detailed reviews of all of them to respond to the question concerning
the maxibum capacity to conduct GME in military hospitals?- The
committee concluded that it was neither feasible nor necessary to do
so and that it would be more redhstic to rest its judgments on
reviews of the ACGME materials an military GME programs and site
visits to a sample of the programs in the major teaching hospitals.

The, question of the effects of GME on recruitment, and retention
..of physicians posed problems of a different type. How reldvant are

historical data on recruitment and retention of physicians when
current and future circumstances both in military mediqine and iege
civilian 'sector are so different than, they were the past? The

committee considered the possibility of under ing a detailed

statistical analysis of the personnel records f a sample of military

physicians to explore some of the variables--including the locus of

GME associated with retention of physicians on active duty. But

when it became clear that the data required for such a study could

not be obtained from the automated peratonnel files of any of the

services, the committee concluded that it would rest its judgments in



part on the fi;dings of earlier studies_ and in part on the results of

L
interviewing a sample of staff physician& and GME trainees at the
hospitals it visited. The.findings are in chapters 4 and 5.

An even more difficult conceptual problem is determining the
optimal size of the GME programs. The word "optimal" means "most

desirable or patisfactory" in a given set of circumstances. Because

graduate med cal education has both process and output effects that
are importan , and because each has both qualitative and quantitative
.aspects, thi question entails complex, inteiactive value judgments.
Moreover, the relevant circumstances for which GME is J be optimized
'are, infact, dynamic .Thus, optimal size will vary with changes in
key military medical system variables as well as with changes in the
civilian medical education and medical care environment. Although

the question implies an xiectatign of straightforward quantitative

response, in fact the committee concluded early that such a specific

response would%be neither possible nor meaningful. Mather, a more

useful response will be to analyze the changing circumstahces facing
each medical department and to point out the factors that must'be
taken into account .explicitly in'making the judgments of what
constitutes optimal GME program size.

-22-
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CHAPTER 3

PERSPECTIVES ON MILITARY MEDICINE

Missions

The primary responsibilities of the medical departments of the

military services are to,maintain the health of the active duty

personnel and to be prepared 40 care for a sudden, very large

increase in sick anSI wounded in the vent of wax. The military

inedical.departments also a e respons ble in peacetime for providing

medical care to the depend nts of ac ve duty personnel, to retire

and their dependents, and o the dependent survivors of deceased

active fluty personnel. s is done either directly or through the

Civilian Health andNMedi 1 Program of the Uniformed Services

(CRAMS). The Rice reporti Oints out that these two missions
(which are referred to as the "readiness' and the "beneficiary"

missions) are mutually supportive in some.respects, but conflicting

in ethers. For example, the specialty mix and facilities needed for

the readinessiimission'would be heank weighted toward surgical

capacity, with requirements fOr substantial numbers of neurosurgeons,

thoracic surgeons and orthopedists, as well as general surgeons,

urologists and ophthalmologists. Each medicalcservice should be

prepared to deal with large numbers of traumatic injuries in

wartime. There would have to .be a number of large, well-equipped,

and well-staffed hospitals in the U. S. concentrated near major

airports ,to deal with a heavy flow of casualties from abroad. In

peacetime, the mix of services required is skewed toward primary

:\ with secondary and tertiary care services for women, children,

and older people as. well as for the active duty forces. Resources

should be,distrituted fairly widely to provide. necessary medical

services to active duty personnel, their dependents, and.retirees and

their families. _pis cleat that the two missions therefore must

compete to some extent for'repources in peadetime because of -

budgeting donstraintsli At the same time, availability of

"beneficiary" patients is essential to operate many military medical

services that are needed for -the "readiness" bission,'but which would

be seriously underutilized if they were to be used only for active

duty personnel in peacetime. These services must be operiting

't
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effectively to maintain the skills rif the professional and technical
support staffs. The beneficiary mission and the readiness mission
are therefore complementary as well as competitive.

Factors Affecting Size of the Medical Departments

Although the reason.for operating military medical departments in
peacetime might be considered to be identical to that for maintaining
armored divisions or aircraft carriers, there is an important
difference: the, medical care services provided by the military
medical departments,in peacetime are, by and large, indistinguishable
from similar services provided in theeOvilian medical care-system.
Moreover, the military medical systems Mist produce these services
continuously and effectively, using t e latest medical technology, to
maintain their readiness. But sin the 'peacetime patient care
,activities in the military mediem services -- unlike many of the
peacetime activities of armored divisions or aircraft carriers--are
essentially indistinguishable from their civilian counterparts, there
are special questions concerning the size, scope, and management of
the military medical system, its actual and potential relationships
to its counterparts in federally-operked civilian medical systems
(particularly the Veterans Administration's Department of Medicine
and Surgery) and to the,non-federal civilian medical care facilities
in the United States. The judgments about the required sizes of the
peacetime active duty medical departments therefore should be
determined by taking into accountrthe speed with which access to
civilian medical facilities in--4he United States (and abroad) could
be obtained in the event of emergency, the size and organizational
readiness of the reserve medical forces, and the possible ways in
which the military services might establish active Atcetime
relationships with civilian mediCal facilities that might enlarge
their medical readiness capabilities--especially for hospital-based
services--well beyond those that can be maintained by the military
directly. Other key factors include the geographic distribution of
peacetime forces and facilities, the nature of the wartime "scenario"
on which military plans and capabilities'are based, theater
evacuation policy (and air evacuation capabilities), initial wartime
casualty estimates, and the speed faith which a wartime draft could be

put.into effect.2 The extent to which the required sizes of the
peacetime medical departments could (or should) be modified by
developing cooperatiwarrangements with civilian facilities is an
important and relevant question because the "optimal" amount of
graduate medical education in military facilities is related to the
required side of the military medical establishment in peacetime. If

greater reliance could be placed on civiliai facilities--including
the VA medical system--in peacetime and in war, the dIze of the ,

peacetime military medical' establishment might be reduced. A

detailed analysis of this set of'issues was'not undertaken by the

-24-
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committee, however, because it'clearly exceeded the study's terms of
reference. Li

I
ewise, the committee did not consider the degree,to

which physici 's assistants and nurse practitioners are or could be
utilized. The committee simply accepted the numbers of physicians
officially authorized for each medical department in, conducting this
study.

It is important to understand the distinction between

"authorized" strength and "required" strength. The "required"

physician strength in peacetime is the number each Surgeon General
believes he needs to have on active duty to carry out his
responsibilities. Each service has a different method for arriving

at its required strength and each uses different and sometimes
inconsistent assumptions.3 The "authorized" strength is the number
of physicians that a military medical department is authorized to
have on active duty in a given fiscal year and for which funds have
been approved by that military service's Chief of Staff. It is a

number which is usually determined by negotiations between the
medical department and the Chief of Staff's office. It reflects

three major considerations: . (1) the number of physicians the medical
department says it requires to 'Carry out its mission; (2) the number'
that probably can be recruited and I-eta-ftled that Aar; and (3) overall
service-wide Constraints on numbers of active duty officers in all

departments of the service and the needs of departments other.than
the medical department for all kinds of resourcest That is, each

military medical department competes for resources, including
`personnel, with other departments in ito own military service. In

.the case of the Army, the medical department has an agreed "steady
state" authorized strength of 5273 physicians. But physician

strength is still far below this level so its current annual
authorized strength is set at a level approximating that it is
expected to achieve. The maximum authorized Strength- -its

"steady-state" be reached by 1985.. Both the Navy and the

lir Force have had "steady- state" authorized levels for some years.'
The Air Force Surgeon General believes he requires 4700 physiciaiis,

but his authorized level remains at about 3500. The NaVy's

authorized strength is stabilized at about 3600, a number that

. apprars to be acceptable to the Navy's Surgeon General.

If the Reagan administration proposals to expand the size of the
armed forces are approved and implemented,. the authorized physician
ceilings for each of the serviced may well be increased in the next
couple of years becausefthe size and geogriphic distribution of the
armed forces and their supporting services obviously have an
important bearing on medical department size and resource .

requirements. The historic relationship .between the numbers of
active duty military and the numbers of active duty' medical officers

is shown in Table, 1. Although the size of the armed forces has
fluctuated considerably since'1945, and the numbers of, physicians on

active duty have varied accordingly, the ratio of physicians to toFal

active duty personnel has changed only moderately through the years.

7
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Table RATIO 0, ACTIVE DUTY MEDICAL OFFICERS TO TOTAL ACTIVE,
DUTY PERSONNEL- 1945-1980'

Year
Active Duty
Personnel
(000)

Active Duty
Medical
Officers

Med. Officers
Per 100,000
Active Duty
Personnel2

1935-391 Army 172.5 1,031 597.6
Navy 111.8 807, 721.8

Total 284.3 1,838 646.5

"Arm 8,267.9 46,600- 563.6(1945.
Navy 3,380.8 13,722 405.8

-Total
p

11,648.7 60,322 517.8

1952-561' Army. 1,333.9 8,685 651.0.

Nav 735.0 3,708 504.4

Tota 2,068.9 12,393 599.0

1969-781 Army 1,114.1 6,180 554.6

Navy 636.1 4,144 651.4
Air Eorce "765.1 3,870' 505.7

Total. 2,515.3 1994 564.3

1975_791 Army 778.0 4,280 550.1

Navy 528.6 3,502 662.5

Air Forfe 579.8 552.9

Vital 1,866.4 10,988 582.4

0

19$0 Army 774.0 4,353 562.4

Navy 528.0 3,556 673.4

Air Force 559.0 3,266 584.2

Total 1,861.0 11,175 600.4

Source: Francis Moore, M.D. "War and Peace", Scudder Oration on
Trat'Aa, paper 'delivered at, the Clinical.Congress, American
College of Surgeons, Atlanta, Georgia, October 1980.

1Mean valueg-for the 5-year period 'r
The civiliai beneficiary pppulation is n& included in these ratios.
In 1:980 the civiliip bgneficiaries outnuiliered active duty personnel
by more than 300 perceii.

.14
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If the size of the active duty forces is to be increased in the near
future, presumably the requiretents for physicians (and other medical
resources) will increase, proportionately.

CHAMPUS

The policies concerning health enef s to the eligible civilian

beneficiaries are important becAlase they can eci the demand for'

Military mediCal services, particularly in the ajor medical centers

where most of the GMEis'condudted. At present, the total.

beneficiary population consists of appro4mately 2 million active
duty personnel, 2,5 million of their dependents, and 3.9 million
retireestheir families,, and other civilian b2neficiaries. Not all
of these eligible beneficiaries rely primarilycon the DOD system for
medical care. Sbme have health insurance through their civilian
employment and preftx to rely on civilian facilities. Exact daare
not available on'hoirmany of which categories of eligible
beneficiarie rely for most or all of their medical care on military

facilities or CH , ur it appears that a large number do. As

noted earlierb e military medical facilities depend on civilian
---- . .

p4tients in peacetime or t e level and variety of patient care .

m)

r. f'

activities needed to Wants n professional and technical staff skills

and to support GME progra_s. Each military hospita/ commander

controls access to CHAMPUS (for inpatient care) by civilian.
beneficiaries who reside withie'40 miles of the hospital. Because (s

services authorized for reimbursement under "CHAMPUS are not as

extensive as those provided dir,ectlY by the military medical
departments, and the copayments required are perceived as a
significant .(and unfair) burden by many CHAMPUS beneficiaries,

CHAMPUS is viewed as an unsatisfactory alternative to care provided
in'militaryhospitals or clinics by manyobeneficiaries. The civilian

beneficiaries--and active duty personnel concerned aboust health care
for their dependents--tend to view mdical care'as an entitlement,*
one of the promised litnefits that, go with milititry service. Most of .

the recruiting 'literature. tends to support this view byeither being

vague about theNextent_pf the health care benefits 'available to
civilian beneficiariee, or even, in some cases, promising "free care"
for active-duty personnelL retirees and their faiilies. (The law

does not guarantee such benefits toAcivilien beneficiarils.) The

unrealibtic expectations and consequent frustration and .

'dissatisfaction wfth the military,health care system have generated
strong political pressures on the Congress toanctease the service '

coverage and reduce the copayMent requirements for CHAMPUS. The last

Congress authorized CHAMPUS to,txperiment with voluntary enrollment

of eligible beneficiaries in civilian prepaid group practices
(health maintenance organizations).4 A,,,threeyear demonstration

project, commencing in 1981; will determine whether an HMO offering

- 'comprehensive care is sufficiently attractive andecoat effective to

27,
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offer enrc0.1met 46016 an optioa to L CHAMPUS geneficiaries
located 'neir 'satisfactory HMOs. psula is prove to tea popular
choice, especially -for, retirees, itcould reduce de4mand for services

i,at a number. of major'military-medical centers and, in turn; force

reductions in the medical care and GMBP.programs at those'centeri.
Other changes in CHAMPUS legislation to authorize- dental care
coverage and well baby care are likely to be enacted. The.changes in
elagible p9Pulation andahtilization of CHAMPUS are shown in Table 2.

T. %

44

Changing CircuMstances

)
.

,

`Before WorlA War II, military medicine (as waatrue'of other
Federal medica4 systems, such as the Veterans, Administration and the-

' Indian'Health Service) was relatively isolated from the mainstream of.
Amerlcan medicine. This changed dramatically durilig World War II
when thousands of physicians were drafted and many leading civilian
physicians became.highranking officers in the.military medical
departments. Table 1 shoos that in 1945 there were oger 60,000

IShysicians-in uniform as compared to fqwer than-2000 in 1939. After
the war,' each of the military zerVideestablighed approved .

internship and residency programs rm_all of the major- cialties to
foster continueag -professional assofiationt'with 'iced dioa1
Centers; and to maintain a' profesqlOnal environment 1117

attract highly-qUalified physicians to make career c rtmpntk to
military medicine. The GME programs were con acted mainly'rtiVhe,
bet71-:1 medical centers, which provided tertiary care and"whir

-,

were geerally,affiliated with
,

medical schools. 10

ssi

0
,1,.,_ During the 1950s,-19'60s and early 19,70s, the physician dralft arie-

..,-, , . .

't e Berry Plan (which permitted medical students who volunteered for
^iili itaryeermice to-deer entry owctiVe duty ur4i1 they had
co leted their graduate Medical education) insured an adequate
sup i of fully:trained physicians who could be assigned wherever

they were needeE. I...Very few physicianslesaithan.5.percenAo '

ved their trainitti under the Berry- Plan elected d-to re in

uniform after completion of thelx obligated service. But,.this was.

not a serious problem because there were sufficient numbers of career
medical.offiters,(who haimbeeil recruited in other ways) to provide -

the continuity and*leadership'needed,to make effective use cif' the
Berry plan physicians. /tNE in military hospitals,96eared to be
associated-with career chdice to an important extent: about 25

`percent of the physicians who received their specialtyktraining in
4 I` 0

military-hospitals elected to remain in service beyond their
obligated period of service.5 Many commmitted themselves to full
careers of 20 or more years in 'the military. ,

4t0 .
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Az, Table 2.! CHAMPUSIE/igible Population, Utilization, Government Expenditures

(Continental United States)

lY 1965

11.

. . ,

FY 1970 FY 1975, FY 19801

MO
Eligible Population. .1

J .(Total)2 3,442,000 5,656,000 6007,000 6,452,000
Dependents of
Active Duty ;.
Personnel 3,442,000 3c156:610; 2,827,0a0 2,541,000

Retirees and
Other 0 2,276,000 3,481:000 3,910,000

1 .

Utilization .

1
i

*Inpatient mh,

Adqissions Not avail. 387,000 -441,b00 285,000
.

-. Outpatient
Visits

7
Not avail. Not Avail. 3,210,000 Not Avail.

Government
Expenditures Not avail. 272,000,000 .504,000,000 695,000,000

.

,User Bene-
,., ,

Ti-T.ari.773- (Total) Not avain . '187,000 . 1,034,000 881,000"
Dependents of
Active Duty
Personnel Not avail. 536,000 450,000 1 332,000

,

Retirees and

Other Not avail. 251,000 084,060 559,000

Spurce: Office of the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed
Services.

'Fiscal Year 1980 utilization data is estimated to be 91% complete.
The estimated number of eligible beneficiaries were obtained frOm
several sources'which may have used different methods for making
the estimates.

p
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During this period, an ample supply of physicians trained in all

specialties was available to the military services. This made it

possible for the medical departments tabupply fairly comprehensive
medical services to active duty personnel, to their dependents, and
to significant fractions of the other beneficiary categoribs
(retirees and their dependents and,the dependents_ of deceased active
dpty personnel).

The terpination of Ole draft n lrga-changed these circumstances
in two respects: (1) it became 'difficult to recruit sufficient
numbers of physicians to maintain authorized Strengths sitherofor the"'
active-duty force or for the reserves, and (2) severe shortages began
to appear in such specialties as radiology, anesthesiology, and some
of the surgical specialties.

The ability of the military services to recruit physicians was
affected by the major changes in the'U. S. health care and medical
education systems that had occurred since World War II, and
particularly since the mid-1960s when the Medicare and Medicalti
legislatioq was enactede These changes included:

The gtowth of health insurance. Prior to World War II,
relatively few people had hospital or broader healih 4

insurance coverage. Beginning in the 1950s, health insurance
coverage grew rapidly. The major health insurance event of

the 1960s was passage of the Medicare and Medicaid
legislation in 1965. This increased demand for hospitals
and physicians' services and stimulated a steep inflation in
bothhospital.casts and physicians' fees. Physicians'
incomes (in the private sector)'grew rapidly.

Expansion ofthe number of hospital beds in the country.
This process was aided by passage of the. Hill- Burton act in
1947 and by the growth of hospital insurance, which made It
elatively easy for hospitals to borro money for
c nstruction.

id growth in the 1950s and 19608 of the mediCal research.
enterprise centered largely in the medical schools and their
affiliated hospiteldOhnd mostly Federaf ts

`from NTH). This, i urn, had several major
consequences: continuous changes in diagnostic and
therapeutic techlio/ogyj growth'of medical specialization as
the knowledg base brdEdened and deeened; growth in the

4Size of the medical schools and the numbers of full-time
clinical faculty,

.which
made it possible to increase the'

clinical responsibilities -.of the academic centers through
affiliation agreement's with both voluntdry and public

hoipitals,.and to increase 96 numbers Of specialty training

tt

4
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programs, and, therefore, the. numbers of residents in all
specialties.

chatigein the prOportion o'sraduatihg physicians whoy
undertake 3-6 years of graduate-medical education. :Beford
World War II, only a fraction ofthe physicians in prpctice
in the United States were board-cer fled specialists.
Since World War II, graduate cal education for the
purpose, of acquiring board certification as a specialist has

.tecome the norm. Board certification has become a de facto
' licensing mechanism in American medicine.6 Data from the
annual Association, of American Medical Colleges' Graduation
`Questionnaire indicate that 94 percent of all graduates now
expect to complete the requ amehts for certification by a
specialty board.

The grown in demand for meAcal'services that started in the
1950s as health insurance cove increased and hospital beds became
more available ledto a widel ied perception by the late 1950s
and early 1960s of a serious.' t onalldhortage of physicians. - This,
prompted two ,,federal respbnweer:

(1) Legislation was ftacted inittihly in 1963 to stimulate
establishment of new medical achools'atd to expand'enrollment in
.existing schools. The stimulus workeal the number of medical
AAssols increased by 40 percentietltiatent doubled in less than
20 years. But the risitivosts o lth care and the general
inflation in costs in all sectorAoaffected tektion fees., which began
to Climb steeply; especially irt,tbe.ptivate schools.

(2) The Immigratiot:Ia .were amended and admit stered so as to
facilitate:the admission f,forsIgn'medical school aduate (FMGs)

who were seeking to eiter. this actuary. The high i omes Of America

physicians attracted a laigg 'Pow of fMGs, many fro developing
countries in the Middle. East; the Far st, and La n America.

.,came for specialty trainIngadtthen r main country in ,

private practice,but.mitortook,salaried ositions in local, state
and federal government;agencies--positions that had become
incretgingly unattracti4e to..American physicians.

Thus, by the time the daft was terminated in 1973, the
circumstances in'the cpiliOn sector Vere such that the' military
services could not recruit enough fully-trained physicians to,meet
DOD requirements for Otysicians; estecially in the critically - needed z,

medical and surgical specialties. Of those.recruited,-a substantial
portion wereSlikely to be FMGs. And the rapidly escalating costs of
medical edubation-were:clitain to' be very burdensome for Americad
medical atuadts. .

...
The problems and opportunities inhereq in these circumstances

were recognized.by DOD and the Congress. In 1972, Public Law 92-426,

C.
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the Unificirmed-Services Health Professions Revitalization Act; was

passed. .This,establisheit-the,Armed-Forces Health Professions;'
Scholarship Program, which authorized the three military services to

provide a total of 5000 scholarships to students in health
professional schools in exchange for service obligations after
graduatipn. The HPSP scholarships cover tuition, fees, and books and

provide a monthly stipend for living coats. An obligation of a year

of active duty service (with minimum service obli ation of two
years) is incurred for each Year of schooling for whic hip

support is provided. The same law also established the Uniformed
Services University of the Health' Sciences, the ,principal component.
of which is a medical school designed to produce career physicians'

for the uniformed services.

The HPSP-i's now the primarysourcd of new physician recruits for
the military medical services, elthough the direct,recruitment of
physician volunteers for active duty--either fully trained physicians
or those applying for specialty training in military medical
centerb--also is important. The Uniformed University of the Health
ScienAs Medical 'School will become more important as a source of
career military physicianias more classes graduate. USU is

scheduled to reach its capacity of about 170 graduates per year in a
'.few years.

At the same time, the effects of the above-mentioned public
policy actions to increase the numbers of physicians has begun to
change the civilian environment likely to affect the ability-of the
military to recruit and retain physicians in the1980s and beyond.
The recently-published report of the Graduate Medical Education
National Advisory Committee (GMENAC) has estimated that growth in
U.S. medical education will increase the number of physicians per
hundred thousand population from 171 in 1978, to'220 by 1990, and 247
in the year 200.C1.1 The-changing relationships between numbers of
active. physicians and total population in the U. S. are shown in

Table 3:

The changes in specialty,distribution projected by the GMENAC

report aYe shown in Table 4. Although the specific numbers are only
estimates based on a very large number of assumptions, it is
reasonable to say that the'perceptions of physicianoshortages that
persisted throughthe 1970s are likely to be displaced4n the 1980s
by perceptionsat least in some specialties-L-0f surpluses. This

should greatly facilitate recruitment and retention of physicians by
military -services.

-32-
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Table 3. PIKICIAN-TO-POPULATION RATIOS

Physicians Population Physician/
1000,000 pop. Jtf

1965 276,000 194,3004000' 142

1970 292,000 204,900,000 143

1975 326,900 213,600000 153

1980 '374,800 219,500,000 171

1990 535,75Q__- 243,513,000 '220

'2000 642,950 260,378,000 '247

1.Oi

t,

ti

Notes: 1965-80 physician da obtained from4MA and AOA for
active M.D.s and D.O.s 1990 and 2000 estimates from

GMENAC Report, Table 2, . 16. Nrulation data from
Bureau of the Census repo is and projections.

vs.

Military Medical Resources

The FY -1982 budgit estimate for health-related activities in the
Department of Defense is about $5.8 billion dollars. It is 3.3

percent of the budget autho'rity of:400D and-6.4 percent of all federal

health expenditures.8 Table 5 shows how.these funds are allocated
among the medical activities of the three military services. Of the

total, 86 percent is for delivery of medical ,cafe by the military

medical departments and CHAMiUS. The CHAMPUS,program accounts for 19-

percent of medical care expenditures. The Army's share of the direct

care budget is 35 percent, the Navy and the AieForce each have about

23 percent. Seven percent of the DOD budget for health affairs is
allocated for the education and training of all types.iof medical

personnel.

As shown in Tables 6 and 7, the Department of Defense currently
operates 164 hospitals with a total of over 18,000 bils worldwide.
Of these totals, 128 hospitals with 15,894 beds ale in the United
States and 39 hospitals with 2791 beds are abroad. The Army operates

a total of 50 facilities, 14 of which-are overseas. The Navy runs 36

hospitals, 10 of which are overseas and the Air Force runs 81
hospitals with 15 outside of the United States.' The facilities are
programmed to run at an 80% occupancy rate, and most could be '

expanded rapidly if it were necessary.
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As shown in Table 8, there are 12,0,466 personnel supporting DOD
health activities. Of this total, 84,175, are military and 36,291 are
civilians. The distribution'of personnel among the three services is
similar to the ddvision of the workload: 46 percent Army, 22 percent
Navy and 32 percent Afr Force. Almost 42 percemt of the personnel in
Army medical fill ities are civilians; the /comparable proportions are
24 percent and 15 i percent in the Navy and the Air Force, respectively.

Tables 9 and 10 show the utilization of the DOD health care
ncifities for fiscal year 1980. Fortyfive'percent of the 880,000
inpatient admissions to DOD hospitals were to Army facilities. The

dependenes of active duty personnel accounted for the largest
proportion of.DOD adtissiOns (38 percent), while retirees and other
beneficiaries accounited for 28 percent of total admissions. Active

duty personnel were responsible for 41 perCent of the 48 million
outpatient visits, their depenAnts 33 percent of the total.
Approximately 44 percent of both inpatient admissions and outpatient
visits took place in Army/facilities, 25 percent in Naval facilities
and 31 percent in Air Force facilities;

347.
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TABLE 4.( SUPPLY OF PHYSICIANS BY SPECIALTY 1978,
AND ESTIMATES FOR 1990

1978 1990 a/ Percent
Change

All Physicians 374,800 535,-750 +43

Osteopathic Gen al Practicg
General Family Practice ,

General Pediatrics

Pediatric Allergy
Pediatric Cardiology

Pediatric Endocrinology
Pediatric Nephrology 4

Neonatology
General Internal Medicine

13,550
54,350
23,800

450
- 600
N/A
N/A
N/A

48,950

.

23,850
1'64,400

37,750
900

1,000
250

200
700

.01
-73,800'

+76
+18
+59

-FPO
+65
N/A b/

N/A Ts/

N/A To7

+51

Allergy ant Immunology 2,100 3,050 +45

Cardiology 7,700 14,900 +94

Endocrinology 1,400 3,850 +175

Gastroenterology 2,900 6,700 +138

Hematology-Oncology 3,000 8,300 +177

Infectious Diseases 850' 3,250 +282 .

Nephrology 1,450 4,850' +235

Pulmonary Diseases 2,800 6,950 +148

Rheumatology 1,000 3,000 +200

Neurology . 4,g50 8,650 +78

"(Dermatology 5,000 7,350 447

Psychiatry (General) 25,250 30,500 +21

Child Psychiatry .3,050 4,100 +34

Obstetrics/Gynecology 160,100 34,450 +49

General Surgery IW0,700 35,300 +15

Neurosurgery 3,000 5,100 +70

Ophthalmology 11,750 16,300 ,+39

Orthopedic Surgery 12,350 20,100 +63

Qtolaryngology 6,100 8,500 +39

Plastic Surgery. 2,600 3,900 +50

Thoracic Surgery 2,100 -2,900 +38

UrOlogy 7,100 --- '9,350 +32

Emergency Medicine . 5,000 9,250 +85

Preventive Medicine 6,100 5,550 - .9

Anesthesiology / 14,850 19,450 +31

Pathology 12,50 16,850 +33

Physical Medicine '& Rehab. 2,000 t 2,400 .71- ;

Radiology 18,550
.

27,800 50

All other & Unspscified e 14,000 9,700 -31

N/A 'not available
- Footnotes a/,and b/ are on page 36

Source: Table 3, p.17, Report of the Graddate Medical Education

National Advisory Committee to the Secretary, Depaitmenti

of-Health and Human services, September 1980.
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Notes to Table 4

a/ Includ all professionally active.physiAians (M.D.s and D.O.$)
together with 0.35 of all residents in training in the year
indicated. The 1990 and 2000 figures assuMb that U. S.
allopathicmedical school. first year enrollment will increase 2.5
percent per year until 1982-83 for a total increw4,of 10 percent
over the 1978-79 enrollment of 16,501, and then will remain level
at 18,151, that Ul S.osteopathic medical school enrollment will
increase 4.6 percent per year until 1987-88 for a total increase
of 41 perceht over the 1978-79 number of 1,322 and then will

remain level at 1,868, and that FMGs will be added to the
residency pool at the rate of 3400/year in 1979 -80, increase to
4,100/year by 1983, .and then remain.-level..

b/ The 1978 AMA Masterfile does not contain data for the pediatric
subspecialties other than for pediatric allergy and cardiology.
Therefore, the 1978 as well as thd1990 supply for the pediatric
subspecialties are likely to be significdntly undercounted.



Table 5. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE BUDGET REQUEST FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS,
A (Thousands' of Dollart)

Army Navy Air Force DO'

DIRECT CARE % ' 1,740,963 1,113,865 1,146,861 , 928,757

Regional Defense
Facilities 555,420 287,392 , 246,144

Station & Clinic
HospitAls 742,353 364,415 704,866

Dental Activities 161,199 81,157 116508
Other Health *-

Activities 202,635 338,182 52,872

Care in 'Non-DOD
Facilities 39,356 42,7 9 26,471

CHAMPUS 928,757

EDUCATION &*TRAINING 164,634 82,639 101,964 35,564

HPSP - 27,786k 25,138 . 21,757

USUHS - --
- 35,564

Other Education
& Training .134,848 57,591 80,2.07

-

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT 115,224 57,565 2,070 39,070

CONSTRUCTION 15 ,410 46,860, , 29,110 \
0.084

TOTAL ,226,098 1,330,075 1,310,234, .-1,007,394

Adapted from OSD(HA) FY 1981 estimate of FY 1982 budget.

ct

50

,,

FY-1982

Total

4,930,446 ,

1,088,956

1,851,634
358,864

593,689

348:; .81

384,801 Ado

74,861 "IP

35,564
.

274,556
.-

213,929

234,380

5,763,556



Table IT\NIP MEEI11,,FACILITIES IN THE 'UNITED SATES*

ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE DOD TOTALS

# #

facili beds

ties

# #

facili beds

ties

#

facili
ties

#

beds

# #

facil beds

ties

Over 500 beds . 5 2748 2 1149 1000 8 4893.

200-500 beds 8 2508 .2 750 4 1175 14 , 4433

75-200 .beds' 8 1170 L2 1520
-,

9 990

Alb.

_-29 3680

Less than 75

beds 15 741 10 308 52 1835 .77 2884

z ..

TOTAL 36 7167 16 3727 66 5000 128 15,894

Source: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs).

* Includes all 50 states.

ale(
Table 7. DOD MEDICAL FACILITIE OUTSIDE THE UNITED :SATES

ARMY . NAVY . AIR FORCE DOD TOTALS

U

facili beds facili beds facili beds faCili bed

ties ties ties ties

.Alt

OVER 200 beds 2 625 0 0 1 220 3 845

75 1200 beds 5 740 1 113 i 250 11 1193

Less than 75
beds 7 220 9 384 12 239 25 753

4 I

TOTAL 14 1585 10 497 15 709 . 39 2791

Source: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs).

January 1981.
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Table 8.ArDOD PERSONNEL PROVIDING DIRECT CARE

ARMY NAVY ;AIR FORCE DOD TOTAL

Regional Facilities' 17,272 9,379- 7,825 34,476

Military 9,385 6,903 6,007 22,295

Civilian- 7,887 2,476 1,818 12,181

Station Hospitals
& Clinical , 25,664 12,4368 23,062 61,594
Military 14,854 10,003 19,046 f 43,903

Civilian 10,810 2,865 , 4,016 17,691

Dental_Care" 5,987 3,062 4,784 13,833

Military. 3,849 2,751 4,396 10,996

Civilian 2,38 , 311

388

2,837

if
Other Health Care1'2 6,139 1,131 °, 3,293 10,563

Military 3,549 430 3,002 6,981

Civilian 2090 701 291 3,582

TOTAL' IT 55,062 26,440 38,964 120,466
Military 31,637 20,087 32,451 84,175

Civilian -23,425 6,353 6,$13 36,291

Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), April 1981.

'Total of military and civilian.
2Operational medicine, Airevac.

4
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,Table 9. INPATIENT ADMISSIONS TO DOD HOSPITALS FY-19801

(% of Total DOD Admissions)

,
,

.,
Army
Hospitals

Navy
Hospitals

Air.Force
Hospitals

DOD Total

Active Duty
Personnel 131,052 (15%) 74,138' ( $%) 92,899(11%) 298,089 ill%)

Dependents of
I

Active Duty 153,193 (17%) 86,111 (la%) . 99,019 (11%) 33 , 2.3 (38%)

Other Benefici .r

aries2 110,013 (13%) 52,475 ( 6%) n80,649 (' 9%) 243,137 (28%)

TOTAL 394',.528 (45%) 212,724 t24%) 272,567 (31%) 879,549 (100%

1Data furnished by the Office of the Secretary di Defense (Health AfeSirs).

April 1981.
2lncludes retirees and their dependents.

MID

Table 10. OUTPATIENT VISITS TOTOD FACILITIES FY-19801 '

(% of Total DODAdmissions)

Army
Facilities _...

Navy
Facilities

Air Force
Facilities

DOD Total

Active Duty
Personnel 8,820,377 5,500,407 5,110,467 19,431,251 .

(18%) (12%) (11%) (-41%).

Dependents of
'Active Duty 6,231,412 3,860,652 5,590,201 15,682,265

(13%) (8%) (12%)b (33%)

Othet Benefici-
-aries2 , 5,342,072 3,141,879 4,088,068 12,572,019

(11%) (7%) .(8 %) (26%)

TOTAL '20,393,861 12,502,938 14,788.736 47,685,535

(42%) (27%) (31%) /100%)

-

.LData furnished by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs

April 1981.
24udes retirees and theii dependents.

4. 40
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CHAPTER 4

PHYSICIAN MANPOWER AND MILITARY MEDICINE

Military Physician Manpower Eras

,Military medicine has experienced two eras since World War II and
is. apparently about to enter a third.' The first era lasted untU

June 1973, when the draft officially vas terminated. There were no

shortages of physicians for the military duringthis period because
the Berry Plan ensured an adequate supply of fullymitrained physicians
in all specialties. dircumstancA changed when the draft ended and
the secotfd era began--a period of transition in which shortages of ,

physicians were experienced by the military services for several
years until the HPSP, USU, and volunteer recruitmealprograms began

. to yield suffidient numbers of new recruits. As will be seen below,
the'Air Force and the Navy appear to be entering the third era--one
in which physician shortages areno longer a problem even withoutethe
draft.

Soie aspec ts of the transition erarcan be_seen in Tables 11-14.
The growth ofd numbers of medical students in the HPSP pipeline
between 1973 and 1980 is shown in Table lie' Tables 12, 13 and 14

.show the changing sources of new physicians for the Army, Navy, and
Air Force between 1974 and 1981. The overwhelming reliance on the
Berry'Plan in 1974, and its replacement mainly by the HPSP and 'tN

vollinteer progrm by the end of the period, shows cleanly in these

tables.
..4.

The transition4era that started in late 1973 differed from the
draft era in thierfollowing ways:

. .....

(1) Total numbeht of physicians on active duty,drop below the

numbers each medical department needed and was authdrii to have on

active duty .for their :'readiness" mission;' ,...
.

. . ,

.(2) Shortages of certain specialists appeared add persisted,
.

,

- e:g., in radiology, orthopedic surgery, anesthesiology, thoracic

surgery,- etc.;. .
.

.
. .

°(3) Most of the new recruits were untrained physicians-=being
either new graduates from medical schools or recent graduated who had
completed an internship yearbut hiad.had no residency training; .

- 11
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Table 11. MEDICAL STUDENTS RECEIVING
SC pLARSHIPS

Jr*

D FORCES HEALTH' PROFESSIONAL

u
... Army

# %
t n

:.

....,1973 360 30 503' 42 32 27 1187 100
. .

.

1974

,

990 34, 1042 3e '887 30 2919 100

t 1975 , 1191 37 '1052 33 945, 30. 3188 100

.--,----

1295 39 1050 31- 993 30 3338 100

- '

.

.A,

7
't)

1367 3.7 J.038 28 ' 1311 35 3716 '400

Navy Air Force. Total DOD

# '% #

f.

-1978 1328 '2133 i385 34 1337 33 4050 100

1979 -x1 t28 34 1294- 32.
r

1403 341 4105

.

1980. 1479 35 1326 31 1431 34 4236 100.

we.

p.

'Data furnished by the Offices of the Surgeons General. April 1981

i/
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Table U. ARMY PHYSICIAN ACCESSIONS BY PROGRAM
(Z Total Accessions)

.4t

,

Fiscal .

Year

1974

1975

1976 1

1977

+.6

-1978

1979

"1980

Berry
Plan '

HPSP

19av

.Source:
1Intludes

Of

t

764

(73)7

6-5,13

° (67)

955
(57)

141-
(21)

45

(5)

14

(2)

3

1

90

(9)

'102.

(10)

399
(24)

I

296
(44)

451

(51)

422
(52)

396

(52).

363

(54)

Early.
,Commission

84
'4.

(8)

72'

(7)

92

(5)

44
(1)

43.

t5)

f ice of the Army Surgeon

he FY-76 Transition Qua

(6)

28

(4)

General.

ter Jay-Sep

Volunteer
Program

AR 601-112:1-, bsu
Disctd.197/7

72

(7)

75

(8)

111

(10)

t
34

150
' 02).

426
(37)

332

\.,(41)

294

(39)

250
(37)

tember 1976.

56

(3)

77°'

(8)

59
(4)

-41
(6)

j2)

8

(1)

1%6
(1)

Total -

Accessions

,L!. 1044

14

(2)

984

1676'

672.

883

'815 .

1114,

763

23. 671

(3).
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Table 13. NAVY PHYSICIAN ACCESSIONS BY PROGRAM

(X Total Accessions)

Fiscal
Year

Berry
AP.

Plan

HPSP Early
Commission"

Volunteer
Program-

MOSP
2

.

USU,

4

.

Tolal "L._

Accessions
4

1974

1975,

L976

1977

1978

L979
1

L980.

.

L981

4

.

.

.

'S, !

651

(70)

518

(55)

6
41 ,
(53)

159 a

-(21)
.

33

(5)

9

(2)

1

..-- -

.4.
.

2

51 z

(5)

164

(21)

329
(45)

357

(58)
f

344,

(60)

1 23
(59)

I

282

(*65)

_

'

209
,(23)

139

(15)

27

(3)

29

(4)

. ,

8

(1)

--

1

.4--

--

40

.

22
(2)

(17)

,-117

(15)
0

176
(24)

174

(29)

143

(34).

'180

(36)

116
.

-, (27)

,.

4

X

43

(5)

79

(8)

67 4
(8)

37

(5)

39

(-6)

27

(5)
4

17 ,

(3)

17
(4)

p

.

--

.

--
.

--

.
.

--- --

=-

)
, 6

- (1)

22

(5)
.

927

7.---:

792

-730

611

.

573

498

437

a

II

Sonrce: ce

1Projected.

the Navy Surgeon Gendral.

2Medical Officer Scholarship Program. 57



-121n7e AIR FORCE PHYSICIA
% Total Accessions

,

ACCESSIONS BY PROGRAM
I

Fiscal
Year

/

(Berry
,

r

Plan

HPSP Early
;c0ommission.

Volunteer
Program

ROTC AFR 36-13
AFR 36-42

_

USU Total
Accessions'

.

1974 ' 754 18 17 -\ 28 15 121 0 . 953

(79) (2) (3) \ (2) (13)

, _

. ,

194575 . 574 92 2 4 216 15 97 .. 0 '99.6

(58) (9) -- (22) (,2) (10) .

. N

. .

1976 642. 155 0 . 551 5 88 . 0 J 1,441

(45) (11) , . (38), -- *
(6)

.)'

1977 103 170 0 345 5- 87 0 710

(15) *(24) (49) (15 (12)
, .

.

'

1978 4 28 258 ' 0 270 3 71 ' 0 630

(4) r (41) (43) (1) . (11) ."
.

.

1979 -,
4 289 - 0 ,2O3 7 32 $ 0 535

(1) (54) , (38) (1) '-(6)

.
_.,

.

1980 .3 3127 * 0 176 17 25 6 554

-- (59), (32) (3) 0) (1)
%

.
w

19E11
0 374- 0 . i. 138 7 24 19 562

-- (67) (25) (1), (4) '(3)-

°

Source: Office of the Air Force Surg On,General.

,1Projected for end of FY-81.'



(4) Of the relatively small number of fully-trained volun rs

who could be recrtited, a significant fraction consisted of reign

medical, graduates, many of whom came f''om countries of very ifferent

languages and cultures than those of the U.S.

Table 15 shows the authorized physicians .on

active duty and those actually on duty at the end of each fiscal Year
from 1976 to 1980. It is evident that the military medical

.,\departments have had somewhat different experiences In the transition

era. The Army clearly has had the most severe problem: in FY-1977,

its lowest point, it had Only 4043 physician on active duty--23

Improved

below the authorized "steady-state" level. Its position has

Improved since then, but it is still 13,percent ,OeloW the kuthorized

level of 5273. The Navy did not have a very serious problem. In

1976, its lowest point, it was 5 percent below its steady-state
authorized level but reached'it in 1977 and has been close to it ever..

since. The Air Force's position was matte serious than the Navy's,

but less than the Army's: its low point_ was 1976 When Ltaphs about

13 perqpnt below the steady-state authorized strength o 500. Its

position ha.improv.ed steadily since then, and i,t is now about, at

.authorized strength.

Table 15. ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PRYSICTANS, 1976-80

1

*Fiscal Army Navy Air Force .

Year Auth.* Assigned Auth. Assigned Auth. Assigned

:

FY-76 4473 4398 3656 3430 3441 3051

FY-76T 4738 4368 3696 3628 3495 , '3186

(transition quarter) : ' ;

FY -77 4738 4043 ^3674 345 3402 3249

FY-78 4009 4140 3643. - 3487 3447 3209

1Y-79 4201 ,4403 3627 3584 3285 3310

FY-80 4402 4578 3600 3632 3542 3441

Source: Presearch, Inc.; data obtained from eaciviimedical

department's personnel tapes

* The ArMy's "steady state" aut'horize'd 'strength reaches 5273 by

1985. The Navy and Air FOrce "steady slate" authorized strengths

remain about 3600 and .WO respectively. -

-46-
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These aggregated figures do not reveal some important facts about
the composition of .the physician pools: the, fraction of the active

duty physicians who are in training status (interns, residents,

fellows), the fraction of the board-eligible or board-certified
physicians who are assigned to teaching hospitals, and the fraction
of physicIans in operational assignments who have not had any
specialty trainingthe "general medical officers", and the flight,

surgeons,' most of whom.ha completed only their' internship year.
Tables-16, 17, and 18 o twin e most recent data on the,
distribution by speci ty of phys s in the three departments.
They also show, as a subset of the physicians. on active duty, those
who are in GME training status either in military hospitals or in
ciitilian institutions. Table L6 reveals that of a total of 4578
active duty Armyr physicians in,May 1981, 39 percent were GME trainees
in Army hospitals, 4 percent were GME.tTainees in civilian hospitals,
and 12 percent were general medical officers not in training status.
The data in Table 16 underlihe the Army's physician manpower
problems: the 'army is still 13 percent below total authorized
physician strength, more than one fifth of its active duty physicians
nott, in training stAps are general medical officers or flight

. surgeons who have not completed specialty.training but'have patight
,care asslgnments,- and 42 percent of their active duty medical
officers are in GME training Status. The Army obviously is still in

the transition era.

The Navy's circumstances, as shown inTable 17, are quite
different. It has reached its authorized strength, although it still
has 29 percent of its total active duty physicians assigned. as GME
trainees. About-17 percent of its phySicians not in training status
are general medical officers. It clearly is approaching/the end of
the transition era although it is still heavily dependeill'on large
military training programs in some specialties.

The Air Forte (Table 18) is only 3 percent below its authorized
strength, .and except..for general surgery, orthOpedic surgery, and

family practice, is reasonably close to meeting its news for
specialists. However, it has about 500 physicians in patient care
assignments who are either flight surgeons or general medical
officers without specialty training. This is about one fifth of the
active duty physician force not in training statue. The Air Force,

has less GME training eaPacity than either the Army or the Navy.. It
sponsors more GME training_in civilian facilities: almost 16 percent
of its GME trainees are in civilian GME training. A total of 24
percent Of its activity duty force is'in GME training status. As is

true for the Navy7the Air Force apparently is approaching the end of
the transition era.

r.
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Table'16. DISTRIBUTION OF ARMN_PHYSICIANS BY SPECIALTY, May 1981

Active

Duty
Shortfall/
Surplus'

GkE Trainees
Mil., Civ.

Hosp. Hosp.

General- Internal
Medicine 473 475 + 2 269 1

Medicine Sub-
specialties i 1,5 $ 484 - 65 251 17

General Surgery 336 326 - 10 147 1

Neurosurgery t25 25 - 1 9 4

Ophthalmology 98 93 -'5 036 3

Orthopedic Sur. 274 177 - 97 78 4

Other Surgital
Specialties 279 231 s- 48 /107 7

Psychiatty 270 233 37 88

Pediatrics 287 355 + 68 '128 -

OB/GYN 282' 290 + 8 124' 4

Emergency Medicine 168 46 -122, - 30 -

,Preventive Medicine 77 67 - 10 62 15

Physical Medicine 26
.

27 '+' 1 -5 , 1.

Anesthesiology 137 128 - 9 62 5

Nuclear Medicine 45 30 - 15 9

Pathology 215 230 + 15 82

Radiology 234 217 "1- 17 111 15

Neurology '80 73 - 7
..

3'1 1

Family Practice 802 314, -488. 106 1

Other , 6161
.

7572 +142 61 39

Total 5273 4578 -695 1796 128

Data furnished by Office of Surgeon General, May 1981.

41 Includes interns, GMO's, dermatologists, flight surgeons,
operational Medicine (e.g., hospital commanders and others

in administrative,posAions).
2 Includes flexible interns, operation'medicine -officers, 548

GMO's and 100 flight surgeons pnly, 18 of whom are board-

certified.

I
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Table 17. DISTRIBUTION OF NAVY_MYSICIANS BY SPECIALTY

Auth. Active
Duty

Shortfall!'
Surplus

GME Trainees
Mil. 'Civ.

Hosp. Hosp;

Generdl Internal
Medicine 308 438 +130 182 1

Medicine Sub-
specialties 158 180 + 22

...'.

51 4

General Surgery 272 316 + 44 128 -

Neurosurgery 28 21 - q . 4 2

Ophthalmology 72 76 + 4 23 2

Orthopedic Surgery 143 115 - 28 '46 2 J

Other Surgical,
Subspfcialties 216 168 - 48

.

/103 1

Psychiatry 152 149 - 3 51

Pediatrics 216 262 + 46 58- 3

OB/GYN 208 190 - 18 77 ' 1

Emergency Medicine 6 9 + 3 1 3

pPreventixe Medicine 78 67 - 11 12 6

Physical Medicine 5 6 + 1 1

:Anesthesiology 157 140 - 17 51
,W

Nucleax Medicine 12 15 + 3 5

Pathology 116 134 . + 18 46

Radiology 172 155 - 17 5 3

Neuroloey 37 34 - 3 9 2

Family Practice 276 262 - 14 119 1

Other 9681 8952 73 56 7'

Total 3600 3632 + 32 1014 38)

Data furnished by Office of the Navy Surgeon General; May 1981.

1 Includes 456 GMO's, aviation, submaritie and executive medicine,
research and dermatolog

2 485 CMOs; balance in avi on, submarine and executive medicine.-
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- Table 18. DISTRIBUTION °PAZ/ FORCE PHYSICIANS BY SPECIALTY

1

Auth. Active
Duty

Shortfall/
Surplus

GME Trainees
Mil. Civ.
Hosp. , Hosp.

General Internal
Medicine 271 302 + 31 96 .0

Medicine Sub
( specialties 16'6 185 + 19 30 15

General Stirgery 302 242 60 76 4
Neurosurgery 20 ,23 + 3 0 8

Ophthalmology 60 67 + 7 9 6

Orthopedic Surgery 180 1151 65 19 ,21

, Other Surgical
Specialties 161 167 + 6 31 16 r

Psychiatry 162 130 32 , 27 3

Tedatrics 291 348 + 57 78 12

OB/GYN 215 218 + 3 56 5

Emergency Medicine 16 38 + 22 1 6

Preventive Medicine 11 17 + 6 2 0

Anesthesiology 75 77 + 2 " 21 0

Nuclearfedicine 11 12 + 1 2 1

Pathology 85 88 t 3 12

Radiology -164 194 + 30 49 13

Neurology .34 33 1 7 . 1

Family Practice 652 320 332 123 1

Other 6661 8652 +199 47 19

Total 3542 )441 101 686- 134

Data furnished by the Office of the, Air Force -iirgeon General,

April 1981
1 Includes 5 1 physicians in aerospace medicine, generals,

dermatol ists and GMOs.
2 Includes 537 .physicians in aerospace medicine, generals,

dermatologists and GMOs..
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A Look Ahead

The dynamics of the three military physician manpower pools are

cdmpleAx because the number of interacting variables is large.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of le routes of entry and movement
of physicians through the military ical system. It does not show
many important factors including the routes'among specialty training
programs. (Not all trainees complete training An the PIrcialty in
which they start; sameswitch after the first year of GME, some
after the second, etc.) Another set of variables is retention or
continuation rates of active'duty physicians. Continuation rates are
defined as the probability that a physician on active duty at the
start of a yeaeof service will, be on active duty at the end of that

year. Four sets of continuation rates are important: (1) the

continuation rates during GME training; (2) the rates during the

Period of obligated service; (3) the rate at the initial decision
point--that i's, the decision made during the final year of obligated
service as to whether to extend the period of service votuniarily for

at least another year; and (4) the post initial decision
continuation rates, i.e., the probability itS, extending service for
another year, of those who have completed at least one year beyond
their period of.obligated service.

These variables have been incorporated into a physician manpower
projection model-entitled mEDmixt developed by Presearch, Inc. for

the office of the Assfstant.Sectetary of Defense (Health Affairs).
The committee used MEDFORCE,to.explore how changes in numbers of GME
positions in military hospifa.ls would affect the t.otal.numbers of

physicians on active duty in each of the military services. Oecific
assumptions were made about accessions of volunteers andIPSP
recipients and refehtion rates of. physicians who have completed their

obligated service. The analysis deals only with aggregate numbers of
physicians because the MEDFdRCE model does not disaggregate by
specialty.

The first set of liklyses used the following baseline assumptions:

1. The number of GME positions in military hospitals will '
'remain-constant in DOD hospitals 4t 1980-81 levels.

2. The average duration of GME training for HPSP graduates,

and the average amount of time owed by HPSP graduates, will
remain constant at 1980 levels.

3. The number of HPSP recipients who-graduate from medical
schools will be., as currently projected, and each service
will be successful in recruiting its allotted share.,

4. Physician recruitment and retention patterns will remain
as they were in 1980.
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'Figure 1: MILITARY PHYSICIAN MAN'OWER POOL.

ACCESSION AND TRAINING PATHWAYS REPRESENTED IN

MEDFORCE MODEL.

HPSP
Graduates

USU
Graduates

Volunteers

Deferred e
4 Civilian

Internship

Active Duty
Internship

se

(Deferred)
Civilian
Residency*

Active Duty
Residency

r
Medical Force
Not-in-Training

Adapted from information prepared by ?research, Inc.,

e

4
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5. All USU graduates go into military*GME. As many HPSP

graduates as can.be accommodated in military internship and
residency positions are so assigned, the other re allowed

to start GME in civijian hospitals. Each serviTris allowed
to assign as many of the latter group to general medical
officer positions (after completion of GME -1) as is

necessary to fill vacant GMO positions.-

Table 19 shows the resultsof the -analysis. It displays the
numbers of phvicians projected to be on active duty in each military
medical department at the end of each fiscal yea% through 1989. It

ieevident that with these assumptions only the Army has a problem.
The Army would not reach its authorized physician strength until
1988, whereas both the Navy and the Air Force have already reached
their authorized strengths. 'Furthermore, both the AitForce and the
Navy would have to take some combination of actions such as reducing

new physicians being brought on active duty, reducing the numbers in

training status, and probably reducing retention rams, to avoid
exceeding their authorized strengths by a considerable margin.

Tabe 19. EFFECTS ON PHYSICIAN STRENGTH OF BASELINE ASSUMPTIONS

Proj:
0 of

M.D.s

j "

Army Navy

Author. Proj.

# of # of

M.D:s M.D.s

Author,
It of

M.D.s

Air Force
Proj. Author.

# of If of

M.D.s

1979 4287 .4402 3559 3594- 3282 3554

(actual)
.1980 451'9 4402 3678 594 350 3554.

1981 4654 4576 ' 3778 3594 3811 3492

1'582 4813 4750 3806 3594 , 3811 -3495

1983 4816 '4924 3911 3594 4040 3496

1984 - 4820 5098 3593 3594 4048 ' 3503

1985 '4980 + 5273 4042 .3594 , 4120 /503

1986 5057 5273 4121 3594 4218 3503

.1987 ,5183 4 5273 4219 3594 4288 3501'

A 1988, 5350 5273 4304 1594 4340 3503

1989 '5459 5273 4367 3594 4399 3503

Source: Presearch, Inc:

1At the time these analyses were -done, Presearch, Inc. did not

have complete data for EY-1980, so the 1979 actual data were used: .".

Pe The moddl is set up to handle projections for 10 years: The 1980

data in Tables 19 -28 are projected, therefore, and may differ

slightly from 'similar data\found elsewhere in the*report. ' .1
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-The next set of analyses holds assumptions 2 through 5 above'
constant, but reduces Army ajid Navy military -GME positions in 1985 to

20 percent of authorized-physician strength. Afr Force military', GME

'impositions are held constantat the current amount (20 percentY. This

anallais intended to show the effects of limiting GME to

amillkimgtely 20 percent of the active dui), physician force as

specified in'the DOD directive. Table 20 shows the results. It is

evident that the Army pould be seriously handicapped by a cutback of

p 'this size in-its GME programs because it could riot achieve its
authorized physician strength until about 1991 unlesi either its
retention rates or the numbers of volunteers, increased. appreciably.
The Navy Could still. maintainiits physician strength in'excest of
authorized strength even witauch a cut in GME. (The Air Force data
are unchanged from those shown in Table 19.)

Table 20. EFFECTS ON PHYSICIAN. STRENGTI-L OF REDUCTD GME PROGRAMS IN t'

ARMY AND NIT
, A v

,

. Proj.

# of
M.D.s

Navy 4
Author.
II of

M.D.s

Proj.
:# of
M.D.'s

Author.

# of

M.D.s

1979(actual) 428T 4402 3559 3594

1980 4513 4402 3639

1981 4641 4576 3704

.,594

3594

-116 1982 * 4765 4750 3683 , 3594

'1983 - 4720 4924 3735 3594

1984 4657 5098' 3727 3594'

1985 4704 -.._,,,,5273 3 3713 3594

1986 4697 5271 3761 3594

1987 4765 '5273 3810 3594

1988 4893 ( 5273 3900 3594

1989 5017, .. 5273 3945 3594

Source: -Presearch, Inc.

Table 21 displayg the results of analyses made by holding baseline
assumptions 1,2,3 and 5 constant and examining the effects of
increasing retention (continuation) rates 20 percent above the

'baseline (i.e., current) rates.
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Table 21. EFFECTS OF.'207
t

INCREASE ABOVE CIARFft RFTFNTION RATES
'

Prol.

I/ of

M.D.s

'Army ,

Proj:
# of

M.D.s

di

Author.

.. # of

M.D.s

1979 402 4287 .- 3559

(aciu 1)'
1980 442 4608 3705
1981 4822 4576 in 3832

1982 5044 4750 IF 3885
1983 -5735 4924 4012'

1984 5216. 5098 . 4082

1985 5440' 5273 0187

1986 5571 5273 ' V87
1987 . 5743 ' 5273 4398

1988 5569 iimo$273 1498
1989 6122 44'5273 4576

. ,

Navy Air Force ,,

Author. '13roj. Author.
# of

.
# of 1 of

M.D.s M.D.s M.D.s

.4'3594 , .3282. , '3554

%

3594 3634 . 3554
.

3491720

.._

34923594
3594 , 5

3594.,

4408

.4317. 349

3594 3503

3594 4543
4704 3503;

3503
3594

3594

3594 4940 3503

4831 350

3594 3503-.5058

By increasing the retention rate 20 percent, the Army could- eacpr,

its ' authorized physician strength by 1985, three years earl tha.r

in the baseline 'assumption. The ,Navy, and Air Force, would, of course,

considerably exceed their authorized sbaigths. . k

°

. Table 22 &hows'the effects of an increane in retention rates of
'20 percent while simultaneously assuming that GME inall three,
services would be 'reduced to 20 percentof authorized strength II,
196.5: (Data for the Air Force arenot shown ill this table because,
the Air Force military GME in currently about 20 percent of
aUthOrized strength.) It is,seen that the Army would not be able to
reach its authorized strength until 1989, but.the,Navy would oontinue
to grOw weir beyond its authorized strength.

I

_

a -
'4
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Table.722.' EFFECTS O 20%INCREASE IN RETENTION RATES ASSUMING,.
41REDUCED GME PROGRAMS

.Prof..
Army

4uth:
# of
M.D.s

Nam
. Proj.

# of
M.D.s.

Auth.
1/ of

M.D.s

..

# of
M.D.s

1979 . 4287 4402 3559 3594
(actud1)-

1980 4519 4402 3657 3594
"

1981 4730 4576 3739 3594

1982 4853 4750 3731 3594

1983 4924 3792 3594

1984, 845 5098 3800 3594

1985 4961 5273 3794 3594
1986 4991 52,9' 3859 3594

1987 SO64. 4 527 3 3942 3594

1988 5216 5273 4015 '3594

/1989 .532 5273 4073 3594 %

If retention rates were to drop 20 percent and current GME
program levelq were maintained by all three medical departments, the

results would be as phown in Table 23. It is clear thht a drop in

retebtiod ratee would pose very severe problems for 911 three
services even if they maintained their current levels of military
WE. 'All wouid.expbtience net losses in physicians. The'importance

of maintaining policies that at least sustain current retention rates
is clearly underlined by this illustrative analysis.

Table.23. EFFECTS OF 20% DECREASE IN RETENTION RATES,'
CURRENT GME .PROGRAMS'

1'

.,Navy Ai-r Force

w
Proj.f p oi
,M.D.s

Auth.
# of
M.D.s

Proj. Auth:
# of # of

M.D.s M.D.s

Projo
, # of

M,.D.s

Auth.
# of,
M.D.s

1979 4287

factual)

4100 4145

11581 4044

1982 .4045

1983 3918

1984 3826

1985 3901
1986 3911

1987 3980
'198a 4098

..1989 4166

4402

. 4402

4576
4720
4924

5098

5273
5273

5271
5273
'5273

ti

'35459

3,276 )

3111

2947

2916

2845
2845

1861

2836
2937

'2965

3594

3594

3594

3594

3594

.,',,h6594

3594

3594

3594
3594
3594

m

-

t

3282

3136

3107

3063

2971.

2858
2810
2826

2834
2832
2860*

.3554

3554

34A2

:1495

3496 '.

3503
3503

3503
3503
3503
3503
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The effects Of 20 percent and 50 percent increasesin the numbers
of fully-trained Army physicians who volunteer for service, assuming
current' GAME levels and all the, other baseline-assumptions, are shown

in Table 24.. The effects-on the Army are rather modest: with a 20
percent increase in volunteers each year, the Army would achi'eve its
authorized strength by 1987; with a 50 percent increase, by,1985.
(The Navy and Air Force have been omitted frob this,analysis because
they would obviously exceed their authorized strengths by a
considerable margin.)

A
. .*

Table 24. EFFECTS OF 20% AND 50% INCREASES IN NVERS OF FULLY-
.

TRAINED VOLUNTEERS ON PROJECTED NUMBERS OF ACTIVE DUTY
PHYSICIANS, GME PROGRAMS AT CURREXT LEVELS

Army
Proj. # of Physicians Au thorize

50% Incr. Strength
in vole.

20% Incr.
in vols.

1979 4287,
1980 4513

1981 4681
1982 4872
1983 4905
1984 4924

+1985 5095
1986 5180
1987 . 5318

1988 5490
1989 5607

4287

4513,

4576
4984
5064

5112
5309
5412
5567

1,

5752
5879

4402

'4402
4576

4750
4924

098
5273
5273
5273

5273
5273'

The effects of 20 pe;cent and 50 percent decreltes injhe numbers
of fully-trained volunteers, other b.aseline,assumptions remaining the
Balm, are shown in Table 25. The Army woad not reach its authorized
strength until 1990 if.its volunteer rate dropped 20 percent below
the 1979 level; a'50 percent drop would delay reaching,authorized
strength unti111992. Neither the Navy nor AB Air'Force would have a
problem even with a 50 percent reduction in volunteers.-....
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TABLE 25. EFFECTS OF 20% and 50% DE EASES IN NUMBERS OF VOLUNTEERS
PER YEAR GME PROGRAMS AT RRENT LEVELS

Proj.
of M.D.s

201 Decr.
iri

Volunteers

Any
Author.
Strength

20% Decr.
in

Volunteers

Author.
Strength

20% Decr.
in

Volunteers

Air Force
Author.
Strength

mr,

I

50% Decr.
in

Volunteers

Proj. I
of M.D.6

50% Decr.
in

Volunteers

Proj. I
of M.D.s

50% Decr.
in

Volunteers

1979 4287 4287 4402 3559" 3559 3594 3282 1282 3554

1980 4513 , 4513 4402 3639 3568 3594 3522 3449 3554

1981 4602 4544 4576 3704 3565 3594 3719 3576 3492

1982 4719 4607 4750 3104 3498 3594 3836 3636 3495

1983 46R7 4527 4924 3789 3530 3594 3880 /3637 3476

1984
1985

4666

4809

4487

4596

5698

5273

3811

388%
3597

4543
3594

3594

3869

3917

3590

3609

3503

3503

1986 4868 4637 .5273 3955 3577 3594 ' 4001 3662 3503

T987 4984 4736 5273 4037 3631 3594 4054 3690 9503

1988 5139 4878 5273 4114 3680 3594 4087 3700 3503

1989 5240 4969 5173 4164 3714 3594 4133 3726 3503



'able 26. EFFECTS OF 20% AND 50% INCREASE IN RUMBERS OF VOLUNTEERS PER YEAR,

GHE PROGRAMS AT REDUCED LEVELS

Proj.

Physicians
20% rease

in Volu rs

Army
Authorized
Strength

Proj.

Physicians
20% Increase
in Volunteers

Navy
Authorized
Strength

0 of

502 Increase
in Volunteers

0 of

50r Increase
in Volunteers

1979 4287 4287 4402 3559 3559 3594

1080 4519 440 4402 3734 3806 3594

1984 4694 4752 4576 3Z89. 4029 3594

198 4882 4995 4750 3957 4163 3594

1983 4906 5067 4924 4079, 4337 3594

1984 4877 5086 5098 4133 4438 3594

198.5 4997 5211 5273 4171 4515 3594

1986 5015 5248 5273 4266 4645 3504

1987 5081 5428 5273 4374 4783 3594

1988 5203 5462' 5273, 4475 4907

1989 5304 5577 527 3 4549 5600 35

Table 27, EFFECTS OF 20% and 50% DECREASES IN ANNUAL NUMBERS OF VOLUNTEERS, ,
Ca-PROGRAMS AT REDUCED LEVELS

Proj. 0 of
Physicians

'.20% Increase 50% Increase

in Volunteers in,Volunteers

Authorized
Strength

49Navy
Proj. '0 of Authorized

Physicians Strength

'20% Increase 50% Increase -

in Volunteers in Volunteers

1979 4287 4287 4402 3559 3559 3594

1980 4 359 4 359 4402 3639 3548 3594

1981 4295 4237 4576 3704 3565 3594

1982 4367 4254 4750 3644 3439 3594

1983 4224 4924 3706 3446 3594

1984

1985

4<
44

4171

4246
5098

5273

3700
3726

3395

3381

3594

3594

1986 4511 4070 5273 10 3687 3309 351,4

1987 4 317 4070 5273 3431 3022 3594'

1988 / 4246 3985 5273 3207 2774 3594

1989 4056 3786 5273 2972 2517 35%4 ,
.4. a
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The consequences of thF combined effects of decreases in GME
programs and increases in volunteers are shown in Table 26. The Army

would reach its authorized ceiling in 1988 with a 20 percent increase
in volunteers and in 1986 withsp 50 percent increase. The Navy would?.
have no problem in maintaining its force at Dr above ceiling levels.
(Neither would the Air Force, becauie it is already functioning at
the 20 percent GME level.)

If, however, there were reductions in the. numbers of volunteers
as well as reductions in GME, the conse4bences, as shown in Table 27,

are very serious for the Army almost immediately and also would pose
a potential problem for the Navy in the,mid-to-late 1980s.

Finally, how would the surplus of physicians projected by GMENAC
affect the physician recruitment and retention problems of the Army?
Table 28 shows the effects of simultaneous increases of -20% in both
the numbers of volunteers recruited each year and in the retention

rates of Army physicians with the other baseline assumptions
obtaining. The Army would.attain its authori.eed ceiling level by

1984 under these assumptions, and by 1985 if only retention rates

increased 20'percent.

Table 28. EPFECTS'OF SIMULTANEOUS 20% INCREASE IN VOLUNTEERS PER YEAR

AND IN RETENTION RATES, GME AT CURRENT LEVELS

Projected

\ hysicians

Army
Authorized
Strength

No.of

1979 ' 4287 4402

19801k 4610 4402

1981: 4576

1982 84047 4750

1983 5232 4924

1984 5204 5098

1965 5487
SI 5273

1986 5573 5273

1987
t.

N 5698 5273

1988 5892 5273

1989' 6039 5273

4
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In, sum, these,illustrIqz: analyses suggest three conclusions:

(1) 'Unless some events occur to make military service
less, attractive to physicians than is currently the
case--and the GMENAC report suggests that the growing number
of civilian physiciad6 is likely to make military service
more attractive in the 1980s--the end of the era of military
physician shortages is in sight. It appears to be almost at
hand for the Navy and the Air Force. The Army still has a
problem, butit is likely to disappear in a few years-

(2) Maintaining high levels of military GME will help the Army

to reduce the number of years take to achieve it,s

authorized level of active duty physicians. Both the Navy
and the Air Force may not need to continue maintaining such
high levels of.GME to assist in maintaining their physician
pools at authorized levels.

(3P) The total number and distribution of HPSP recipients among
the three medical services should be re-examined The Navy
and the Air Force shares probably should be reduced and the
Army's increased.

Implications for Military Physician Manpower Policy

design of the above analyses was based on the committee's
/ perception that the central concern of all three medical
depaptmen(s was the shortage of miljtary physicians. All three

Surgeons General had emphasized to ine committee that every bit of
policy levetage they,could muster- cluding the GME programs--was
Jriented 'towardmaxiiiizing recrui ent and retention of military
physicians for active duty service.

It is now clear that circumstances that made that view
appropriate are changing rapidly. The 'Navy and the Air Force have

almost emerged from the transition era:and are entering an era in
which.alleviaing physician shortages will no longer be their central

problem. Rather, they must be more concerned about how to maintain a
properly-lialanced, high quality force of active duty physicians in a

civilian environment in which physicians in most specialties will not

be in shore sORPIy. The Army is likely to enter this new era in a
few yearq and ctsarly must start to make plans for adjusting its

Manpower polici.0 and programs accordingly.
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Itom the manpower policy perspective, the problems to be faced in
the new era are not.only very different from those in the post-draft

%
shortage era,. but they are ,also very different from those that
obtained, in the draft era (prior to 1973) in two respects: (1) a

signiffgant number of new recruits each year will be HPSP and USU
graduates without GME training and with substantial periods of
obligated sevice; (2) the increasing physician-population ratios in
the civilian sector probably will result in significant increases ,

both in the number of fully-trained civilian physicians who will seek
military commissions and in the'number of military physicianson
active duty Am will wish, to remain on actiye,duty. The policies and
programs affecting recruitment'and retention will therefore have to
be modified and adjusted sothat the numbers of physicians being
recruited through the HPS, USU and volunteer,programs, and'the size
and output of the military GME programs, are compatible with the
number of vacancies. Moreover, the policies on assignment,
promotion, and career retention must becongruent and fit'the
circumstances that require a certain number of new physicians to
enter, a certain number.to leave after completion of obligated
service, a certain number to leave after some years of volunteer

service but well before retirement eligibility, and some to remain
for 20 or more years. Service-specific criteria and procedures will
have to be developed, maiang allowances for the.different

4

circumstances affecting each of the specialties. Somecritical
policy judgements will have to be made. For example, what fraction
of the physician force should be made up of career medical officers?
How much continuing reliance should be placed on HPSP graduates as
compared with recruitment of volunteers, either fully-trained or
recent graduates seeking military GME? After how much service should
a decsion be made as to whether an officer should be retained in the
career group, and4what criteria and what means should be used to make
this decision? What policies should be adopted to determine how many
and which physicians should not be invited to remain on active duty

----after completion of obligated service? How should promotions,

variable incentive pay,Znd assignments be used to support the

manpower goals in the steady state situation? These are complex and

sensitive questions. It is apparent that advanced planning and
management techniques and policies will have to be developgd by each
of the medical departments to function effedtively in the era now
beginning.

Some of the findings from the committee's interviews with
residents, staff physicians and senior administrators at the'17
hospitals it visited are of interest. For the most pact, the
respondents-shared the perception that the military serv'Ices are now
facing, and will continue to face, serious.physician shortages.
Their observationg about the factors that seem most important for
recruitment and retention of military physiciansare'nonetheless
important for etch of the medical services to take into account as
they start to adjust their physician manpower policies and programs
to changing circumstances.
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The committee's site visitors found a bimodal distribution of
attitudes among military physicians: one modal point represents
those who think of themselves as professionals in the armed services;
the other, those who identify more with their civilian medical

peers. Individuals in the former group are interested in the
soperational missions of the military and readily accept the
discipline required. Often they come from militar' families or
received their pre-medical education at the. military academies or

were in the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) during college.
These are the physicians who are most likely to make an early career
commitment to military medicine.

The other group, tht that identify more with the civilian
medical community, for t e most part entered the military as a
consequence of their having received DePartment af Defense
scholarship,support-for their-medical education. They we grateful

for the support--moat said they could not have completed medical
school without it--but viewed their military service simply as an
obligation to by fulfilled en route to a civilian medial career.
Although these physicians expressed satisfaction with their clinical
experience in large medical centers, they seldom saw, or gave much
thought to, the direct relevance of their positions to the

,operational functions of the military. The site visitors were
repeatedly made aware of some of the problems of transforming'
civilians into military physicians. The inherent discipline and,

t

therefore, the perceived rigidityof the military medical system, an.
organizational characteristic that is required for rapid response to
a national emergency, bothers many -young residents. They are in a

profession the: encourages self determination and many of them
therefore have a difficult time accepting the way in which be

apparently arbitrary decisions of the military bureaucracy 4an affect
their careers. The manifestations of military discipline--dress,
rank, assignments made without prior consultation- -are often resented
by physicians who are trained to use their own medical judgement in

lift-and -death situations. The site visitors became particularly
aware of the problems of orienting physicians into the military.
system when talking to them about undesirable career paths and .

assignments that'some young physicians were fdrced to take by their

commanding officersOK .
0.

Dissatisfaction with military medicine would be reduced among
scholarship recipients if they werepermitted to remain in the large ,

%4,medical centers. However, it is obviously necessary o assign

physicians to the smaller metrical facilities on mints y ,

installations or naval ships. The Navy-assigns 35 percent of its
physigianw.to operational tours on ships, in dispensaries,' or' with

the Marines or Naval Construction.Battalions (Seabees).
Appr6ximately 60 'percent of the Navy's residents are sent to such

operational ass ments aftei Completing GMETl. Most are reassigned
SA6raliecialty. trai ing after completing at least one year of duty as a

.,..,
.
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general medical officer. 7h Air Force and Army have imilar

assignment policies, alth the proportions of tho whose GME

programs are interrupted in this way, is different for each service.

The committee was informed that.the Navy instituted this policy
partly because it believes an operational assignment prior to
residency training increases the prOablility that young physicians
will remain in the Navy. The siteArisitors found that doctors who

e
, are assigned to military installations seem to develop a better

understanding of the readiness missipn than those whose experience
has been limited to the medical centers. In some cases, the
proximity to the operational forces ortheArmed services contributes
to a'feeling of esprit de corps among military physicians. A number
of them told the site visitors they felt.they were part of a team
providing medical services to active duty forces dand their families,

and had, in consequence become more understanding of the Y

ld"*"

requirements of the litary system., Others felt-that the military
dominance of the lin officers over the Medical staff had a negative

effect on medical officer morale. And some of the physicians
practicing on military bases expressed concern abouepstofessional
isolation. Often there were only one Rr two physicians in any given
specialty, or even a single doctor in an operational facility. Th1s

. makes it difficult t consult, to participate in clinical ,

conferences, or toofake time off. These small facilities are not l'

equipped to deliver complex clinical care so patients requing '

specialized care are transferredho the medical centers. As a result-
many of the young physicians who were assigned to these posts after
completing GME were worried about losing some of the clinical
competence they recently acquired in their' residencies.

Retention of fully trained physicians has been a major problem
for the armedervices. The Surgeon General of the Army told the
committee that 85 percent of Army physicians have had less than 12

years of service. The site visit teams found that the teaching staff
.at the medical centers frequently were much younger than their

. counterparts inthe civilian sector. In some programs, most of the
faculty-were still on obligated service-. It was evident that most
physicians in specialties such as anesthesiology fulfill their
obligatory service and then move to the civilian sector.

The site visitors found that approximately half of the physicians
who remained in military medicine after their obligated service did
so becauie of the assignments they were offered--primarily teaching
positions in one of the large medical centers. Some physicians were
encouraged by their ability to do clitlical research on a relatively
large and wellregulated population. However, the more academically
inclined of the military physicians were dissatisfied because the
had so little time or financial support for research. On the other

hand, the implicit obligation to accept administrative
responsibilities th advanced rank served as a deterrent to
remaining in the military for some of the physicians interviewed.
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Some physicians' who remained in the military beyond,the initial
period of obligation expressed a clear preference for military

medical practice over tivildan practice. Many told the site visitors

.
that they enjoyed providing clinical care without having to deal with

- malpractice, office management problems, and other aspects of the

,1 business side of private- ipdcal practice. Others pointed to their

*ability to control their working hours, the richness of clinical
'material, the collegial atmosphere of military medicine, and, the

opportunity to travel.
.

The site visitors ft:kind that most military physicians believe
that timer commitments to military service could be increased by a

combination of better pay, improved personnel managedent, and a more'
suppOrtive. work environment, especially additional ancilaary

personnel and more dependable end, uptodate equipment. Initially,

the pay differential between the military and the civilian sectors

.encourages some individuals to seek military residencies because

military physicians in GME assignments receive higher salaries than
civilian residents. This allows them to repay debts they incurred

. during medical school, yet live decently during their residency

\...t craining., As they move further along in their careers, their
illitary salaries fall below the incomes of heir counterparts in

civilian practice, a disincentive for retention. In the highly paid

specialties (i.e., radiology, anesthesiology, orthopedic surgery)
very few currently remain an active duty after derving obligated

time, although this may be changtng.. Many nfttary physicians
"moonlight" to supplement their m4itarypay, especially thbse
working in large urban areas. One of the chiefs of service told the
site visitors that he encourages "moonlighting" on leave time to get

some appreciation of what private practice is like. By the time

/military physicians reach the peak of their careers professionally,

many have been on active duty for a full 20 years and there is a

strong financial incentive to retire at half pay and start a second

career. t .

The site visitors were told of many dissatisfactions associated

with military Medicine or military life in general. Instability of

assignments and lack of choice and pridictability in career paths

were mentioned as strong negatives. Moralralso'has been damaged by

what has been perceived as broken promises about career assignments

and promotions and opportunities'to attend professional meetings on

official travel status. Military ph7Ricians in community hospitals

frequently complained to the site viOtors about poor. equipment,

overworked and poorlytrai,ned support ptaff, and.feelingsof

professional isolation.

The site visiti teams found that--except for those strongly drawn

to teaching--graddhte.medical.educationaprograms apparently are not

as important for retention'aftertomplerion of obligated service as

are adequate pay and a good wcirking environment. Some of tire

suggestions given to the site visitors for improving the lot of ,

-4
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military physicians include:

differential incentive pay for scarce specialties

a distinguished physician award, similar to that.offered by the
V. A.

sabbatical leave -- allowing physicians to work in civilian

institutions for a year

more academic activities in training programs, such as
encouraging competition for NIH giants or ther outside funding

for research
9

increase funds. to finance attendance at professional meetings

develop military/civilian shock trauma units to increase

interaction between the two sectors.

An'OpportunitY to Fill the Reserves

As was noted in Chapter 3, the.concept of "readiness" involves
not onlythe size a d character of the active duty forces,' but also

the reset-lies. The tatus of the reserve Physician forces of the

three milAtary sery ces is shown in Tables ,29r31. It is evident from

Table 29 that the A y is very seriously below authorized strength

for physicians in it reserve compoikents and National Guard units.

Only 27 percent of its authorized-positions are filled. The Navy's

physician reserves (Table 30) stand at 46 percent of authorized
strength, but there are significant shortages in general surgery,
orthojedic surgery, anesthesiology and primary care. There are

significant shortages in the Air National Guard units where about 36
percent of the positions are unfilled. Overall, the Air Force has

filled 77 percept of its authorized reserve physician positions. In

all, the Army needs to recruit 1158, the Navy 200, and the Air Force

242 physicians to reach authorized reserve strength.

Tile possibility of using HPSP recipients to repay some or all of

their obligated service in the reserves--serving pechais three or
four ylears in the. reserves in lieu of one year on active duty--seems

worthrof ous exploration. The Navy and the'Air Force are likely

to iequir "Tier new HPSP recipients for their active forges in

future yea than they are currently programmed to receive., If the

laity were Changed to authorize payback time in the reserves, the Navy_

and Air Force requirements could be filled very quickly. Indeed, it

seems essential to reallocate the HPSP to give the'Army a much larger

share of the HPSPoutput to held it achieve its authorized levels of

both active duty'and reserve physicians. This point is iilustIted

=661-
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Table 29.. ARMY RESERVE AND NATIONAL -GUARD PHYSICIAN STAFFING
FY -1981

Actual Authorized
0

Shortfall

General Int. Med.
Med. Subspecialties
Generil Surgery

200
33

252

6421'.

155

814

-442

-122
z:562

Neutosurgery 12 . 59.
1 -

-47

Ophthalmology 20 69 -49

Orthopedic Surgery 51, 352 -301

Other Surg. Specialties 56 275 . , -219

It Psychiatry ' 36 '137 " -101

Pediatrics 36 -16

OB/GYN . 82 -64

Emergency Medicine . 1 --

Preventive Medicine 35 100 -65

Physical Medicine &
Rehabilitatin . , 5 24 -19

Anesthesiology' 26 131 -105'

truclem'Medicine 1 2- -1

PathdlEgr . 27 85 -58

Radiology 31- 170 -139`

./ .Neurology 5 41- -36

Family Practice' - 10 +10

Gen. Medical Officer 344 1167 -823

Totals 1183 4341 -3158

Sotirce: Office of the urgeon General - March 1981.
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table 30. NAVY'RESERVE PHYSICIAN STAFFI G , Y. 1981

1 //:
' Adtual Authorized/

/

Shortfall/
Respired' Surplus

i -
. - .,./

64 ,..! 13 , +51Gen. Internal Med.
Med.:Subopecialefes.
.General Surgery
'Neuiosurgery
Ophthalmology,
Orthopedic Surgery
Other Surg.

ychiatry -

Pediatrics
-t-

OB/GYN ...-

.Emergency Medicine
Preventive MediCine
Physical liediCine &

v/
Rehabilitation 2 , 0'

Ane.sthesiologM . 18 e 14
Nuclear Medicine 1 0

-Pa tho logy 2r 0

Rddiology'. 20
4111

4

Neurology. 5
lic7

o

Family Practice 39 0

Gen. Medical Officer 120 110

-permatologist 8 4).

FlightSurgeon 9 97

,Primary Cate Med.

Officer , 31 -,.326 -295

a ,

33

10

39

32 '

49

35

29,

12

13'

110 -77
5 - +'5
5 ±34

58. -26

+38
+32

0 +29
0

0 +12
+ 6

+ 2
, -56

".\+ 1
+22
+16

+ 5
+39.

+10

+ 8

Totals 623 , 823 ,-200

Source: Office of the Surgeon General, A ril 1981.

ti
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Table 31. AIR FORCE RESERVE PHYSICTAN STAFFIN MEDICAL
64 moBupkno-N-AUGIgNTEE'S FY-1981

4

5

Specialty , Ac tuA-r - Authorized
I-

Over/
Shortfall

f Clinician A. / 7

v F nil} ,thysician '30. '''',5 I . 30
Aerospace Med. Physician 22 ,.- 22
Pedia.p4:cian . 13 13
interroist 15 1.5

mergency Physiciap I. . 1

Surgeon ; ? -,,,, c26 , 26
Urology ... / 5-

3 3
. ..t

Ophthalmology 10 10
Otnrhinolaryngology 2 / 2

-Orthopedit Sy-gery 11 . 11
. OB!GYN." i 9 9: 210.,

Pathology ( 8 8 0

,.- Diagnostic' radiology .' 13 13 0

s . Dermatlogy- 2 2 0 ,-

16 .0.
1 0

0
0'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*0

' -Anest,heeinlogy
geurorogl--"

3

a 1

Psy chie.trl \ - 15

b
UnSpec_ified Special ty

Authgri zat:A.fon
Toicals

15 0-

66

4 7

Oa.

f

AIR FORCE RESERVE UNI7iS PHySICIAN STAFFING, .
,, . . .. .

Family Physician 37 10 +27
r°space-Med:4 Physician. 164 183 -19

26 10 +16
26 29 I -3
12 20 - -a.

.
... - 252 6 +13

46
-66

,114. . Surgeon,'
$ . Or'tbopeic "Surgeom

als

.

,1, 's.
qt.

Family Physician . 70 1. . 167 -98
S Aeroiipa4e, Med . .Phy s iciiri 244 " 286 - -51

-Internist ; '1 0 '+ 1
... Surgeon

si.

I
10 , *21 , -11

Orthopedic. Su eon 4 2 ... ./ , 20, -18
, '"..Tn.tals " 31$ ... 4545 1 ic176

- w, .5.-- 7 .7. .!
.So.urce : Oft"0-eof .Surgeon General,USAF,- 'February' 1281

_

ATIONAL GUARD UNITS PHYSICIAN 1STAFFIFIG

4.

; I 1

fr
1 1. ,* ,

I.
..., .,/

,

,,

L . 69
l - I' V '.

',. '. ' . '4

._ . 11 Iti 8 3 %
4 '440."; A

. . , ().

4
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by Tabfe 32 which shows, assuming the baseline assumptions (p. p2)
obtain, h9w many HPSP graduces could be available to each.of ate
services*to divert to the reserves because they would be in exress of
the number needed to maintain au,thori -zed active duty strength.

. .

Tab14, 324' POTENTIAL AVILABILITY OP HPSP GRADUATES FOR-RE.SERVESL_\
s,--/ , r

i., \. . .

it 4

4

1981

-1982
, 1983

1984
1985 .

19 86

1987

1988

Army
40)

0

0

0 '

Source: Prepearch, Inc.

air

Navy Air Force
100 150"
30 150
120 150
'110 140

) 150

150
200 150
190 , 150
210 /50

Aftqr two or three years, it is evident that bOth the Navy and
the Air Force'will have far more UPSP recipients becoming available
for serviceeach year than they will be able to assign eiiirt.to
active duty or'reserve,status present authorization levels. At

the same time,. the Army's needs forepdditionaa physicians will still
be substantial, atileast.in the reserves. .Authorization of
crossservice transfer' e to permit HPSP rectpients to be required to

verve obligatory servicesin the reservps'Of a military service othet,
rhan the .ond they signed up for may be a desirable feature in
legislation authorizing suga program,.

4
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CHAPTERS
4'

4"

'GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION AND MILITARY'MEDICINE

Scope of Military GME

The growth in military GME programs since 1965 is summarized in

Table 33. In 1970, before fPeend of the draft, and during the ,Piet

Nam conflict, there7Were'%14,968 physicians On active duty in all

three services, 2028 of whom (13".5 percent)lwere GME trainees in
-military hospitals.- $y' I988, the tot-al-number-on-active_duty wasL

11,651, of which 3522 (30.2 percent) were,military GMItrainees. The

change in the proportion of active duty iiiiysicianstwho are interns,

residents or.fellow in military hosgiAals_was paiticularlY large for

the Army,'"re it went from 14 percent in 1970 to 39Z in 1980. The

2. comparable proportions in the Navy went from 17 percent to 30 perctnt

and in the Air Force from 9 percent to 19 eercent. All three

services also send some active duty physicians to etvilian GME

programs. As thou in Tables, 16; 17 and 1*, during fiscal year

1981, the rmy is slim oring 118 medical officers (6 percent of, its

GME train 4s) It ciVilia GME programs, the Na.c;y 38 (4 percent of its

0.--GME trainees) and the Air Force 134 (16 'percent of its GME trainees).
r

The distribution of military GME prograds by specialty is shown .

in Table 34. The Army operates 53 percent of the ,244 GME programs in

2 GME trainees. The

the trainees.
nt of the

t
milit40, hospitals and has 51 percentdgf the/3,

Navy hgs 28 percent of theprograms.and 31 percent
o

The Air FOroe ha percent A the programs and 18'per

Ik Xraipees. The d erenceeare, of se, p reflection,oS the

dilferendes in size and structure of N military ftdical,department
e.,-and of the facilitiet each-has availab -

.

Tabl
%

shows how the r tive distribution' of position14111

among grow s of specialties fersiamong the three vices. The

.Aroblemslw(gnd opportunities) associated with distributing resources

in peacetime between `tile "readinese'and.ttle "beneficiary". missions

is illustrated by 'these data. The relatively major emphasielgivtnto:
training in pediatrics, 0,b7Gynr, and family pradItiee by the Air Force,

which accounth'for 37 percent of its OME positions--in contrast to

4

4

4 0
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Tabl %33. GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATON IN MILITARY HOSPITALS,
1.965-1980

q

1965 ,1970-a.

'ARMY
Totall GME Trainee's ,

in Military Hospitals

. Total Active

770

ift

953

Physicians
ta

4655 6830
el

GME Try nees as % of
Total ive Duty\

1

Physi 16.5 14.0
A

40 NAVY "

Totall GME Trainees.
# .

in Military Hospitals
. .

F Total Active Duty

N.A. 722

Physicians. N.A. 41442

GME Trainees as % of
i Total Active Duty
Physicians . 17.4

S.

' r

t.

1975 1980

1796

4482 11578

I
25:1 35.2 .

934 1082

3391. 3632

27.5 29.8

AIR FORCE
Totall GME Trainees
in Military Hospitals 288 353 532

Total Active 'Duty\
Physicians 3649 3251

GME Trainees as % of
Total Active DI 4

Physicians 7:9 8.08

'JP
Source: Offices of the Surgeons General.

,1 Includes interns, residents & fellows.
2 Average strength, 1969-1973. From Table,l.

3
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Table _34. GME*.PROGRAMS'IN MILITARY. HOSPITALS, 1980-81
4

.

t4 Prog-
../ rams

ARMY
.

NAVY.
.

AIR FORCE DOD TOTAL
Posi-
ions

Prog-
rams

Posi
bons

Prog -,

rams*
POO.-
bons

Prog-, Posit
rams tions

Gen. Internal
/7

Medicine 12 269 4 191 4 106 1 '20 566

Medical Sub- .

.

specialties 25 251 4 60 7 21 . 36' 332

Gen. Surgftry 8 147 4 132 4 66 16 345

Neurosurgery 1 9 1 4 .... - 2 13

.0pbthalmology 5 36 3 27 1 7 .4 9' 70

Orthopedics .7 78 .4 48 1 16 12 142

Other Sub-
specialties '13

.. .

107

.

12

<

74 4 24 29 205.

Psychiatry 4 88 4 60 2 30 10 178

Pediatrics. 7 128 4 58 4 69, 15 255

OB/GYN 7 124 4 74 4 * 50 15 248

Emergency Med. 3 30 - - - 3 30

Anesthesiology 3 , 62 4 48 24 . 8 134

Nuclear Med.. 2 ' 9 2 et \ .1 1 5 16

Pathology 8 82 4 48 '1 10 13 140

,Radiology 5 111 3 62 , 3 54 11 227

Neurology 2 31 3 , 9 1 16 6 56

Family Practice 6 106 5 148 5 11.9 16 373

Other 10 128 Nte 3 33 4 31 17 192

Total 128 1796 68 1082 47 -** 644 .243 3522

*Includes interns, residents and fellows.
Data furnished by the Offices of the Surgeons Gpneral.

V
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Table 35. DISTRIBUTION OF MILITARY GME POSITIONS BY SPECIALTY,
1980-81 ,

-

Army Navy
%

Air Force DOD
%No. of -%

GME
Posi-

tions.

W.of
GME-

Posi-
ttons

,No. of
GME

..Poi-
tions

% No. of
GME

Posi-
V tions

Medicine &

% Medical
gpecialties

*

Surgery and
Surgical

Speciilties

I

Primary..eare

-Specialties*

(Bene5iciary-
Oriented)

Other

,,-

.

520

377

358

541

/9

'21

20

30

f

251

,

285

280

266

23

26
J.,

26

25

..

127

113

238

.166

.

'

.26

20

17
.46

37

1

/

898

775

\42

876

.-

973

25

22.

25

.

28

Totals . 1897 100 108-2 100 644 100 3522 100

*Pediatrics, OB-GYN, Family Practice

V

4
4
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the Army's 20 percent: and the Navy's 26 percent--presumably is more

an indication of the facilities-and resources (including patients and

staff)available for .expanding GME rather than an indication of

mission and specialty priorities. The Surgeons General haveinformed

the committee thatehysicians uTith. these primary Care specialties can

serve effectively Al wartime and that in, peacetime they are very much.

needed. The committek believes that as the military medical

departments'beiin to eerge from the physician shortage era, planning

,fot long-term "steady-state" military GME should considelphe.balance

and training priorities among the specialties. I
The role of military GME in the context of total national.GME is

becoming more important. In 1970, when military GME positions

totalled 2028, they represented about 3 percent of ,the total

accredited 61,e68 GME positions available throughout the country. In

1980, the 3522 military GME positions constitute 5 percent of the

total of 70,672 national GME positions. Even more significant is

that in 1970 therkwere 1.8 first year GME positions for each

American,medlcd1 school graduate. But in 1980 there were only 1.2

first year Q4E positions per U:S. medical school graduate.'

Clearly, the relative importance of the military GME programs in

relation to oie civilian-Programa-has-increased. Moreover, with -

their current major dependence on the HPSP programs for recruiting

new physicians, the military medical departments have to be aware of

changing GME programs in the civilian sector. The committee notes

that the pressures to reduce GME positlkns.in civilian hospitals

appear to te strong: the rapid growth' n the, proportion of acute

care hospital bads that are 6wped by'privateforlprofit hospital

chains that dO not sponsor GME programs, the hospital cost = s

containment pressures being exerted on teaching hospitals by third

party payers,, and the concerns of the specialty boards about

priducing too many specialists, particularly in iight"of the GMENAC

.eport, are likely to have the effect of reducing the number of

.programs and residents by imposing tougher standards for

accreditation. If these trends continue, it is entirely
possible--unless some form filf governmental.or coordinated

professional intervention occurs - -that in a few years there may not

be enough GME positions.toaccomModate all U. S. medical schdol

graduates. (The committee is 'not predictihi this will happen; it is

merely noting that ft could 1:appen.) Such.a development would have'

major sighificance for the military medical departments. They Will

have to make carefully planned,, long-term policy decisions on the

amount of WE they will wish to sponsor -both in military hospitals

andjeft civilian hospitals (where th ry.have to pay the salaries of

the trainees to secure their positi ,,). The policylnd planning

consequences of these trends and poteaCal developments for the

military medical depargpents merit careful attention by DOD.

4+.
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Process and Output of GME ,

GME programs are as important for their process effects as- fdr

,Vpir output. The process of military GME affects:

o both the quality and the quantity of patient care in the

hospitals in which such programs are operating

o the number and quality of physicians assigned to the medical
centers as GME trainees and teaching staff

o thePattitudes toward, and understanding of, Military medicine

by tip GME trainees.
40;k

The output of military GME training is important both for the numbert
and quality of.specialists produced and av able for field

assignments, and for the fraction of the o put oriented toward

career commitments in military medicine.

,
The relativeimportance of military GME as a tool for achieving

physician manpower goals -Teas varied durfng The-two eras that-het :

been experienced since World War II, and the new era int* which the
medical departments are now moving.. During the draft era the
quantitative effects of GME were relatively unimportant, but the
qualitative aspects were very important for. two reasons:

(l) To assure that the quality of medical care continues to meet
professional standards. Medicine is a dynamic, technology-based .

profession, the practice of which is being continuously modified
by the new knowledge and new technology being produced by a vast
civilian biomedical research and development enterprse.. It is
essential*for the "readfngss" mission that the military medical

' departments practice high quality, technologically up-to-date

medicine in pea;etime. The operation in military medical:centers
of accredited GMg. prograMs provides an institutionalmechanism,

for making this both feasible and necessary. The reason ithat

0
the GME accreditation process, to assure adherence to the

educational standards set'by4the specialty,boards, exerts.strong
pressures on themilitary to keep their medicipl department
technology aurrent (because new residents must be trained to use

the laxest d4agnostic and therapeutic technologies), to provide

competent patient care as assessed by the ACGME4applying current

civilian'standar , and to retain as clinical faculty adequate

numbers of well-q ,V.(1 staff physicians who are generally

,interested in ma ning linkages to acadeiic medical centers

where the interr =l or of research, patient ca.re,sand education

keep both faculty and students/Aware pf the shifting_frontiers of

biomedical science. The committe is convinced, on the basis of

vi,sis to 17 military hospitAls,'thas the GME programs do

exert a pbWerful positive affect, on the quality of mi.1tary

t -76-
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.medicine. This is observable not only at the medical centers,'

but also throughout the system.
(2+ To orient.young physicians to tilitary medicine. A majority ,

of the medical officers who make career commitmentekto

*
military medicine are*drawn from those who did their specialty

training in,milit,ary hospitals.

After the draft ended, and the military were faced with serious

shortages, the quantitative concerns became dominant because the GME

programs were used as a tool to help increase the total number of

'
-physicians (including GME trainees) in uniform, ap well as to help

retain experienced physicians as long as Possible by giving them

teaching staff appointments.. Maximizing the output, of trained

specialists--especially in such fields as anesthesiology, radiology,

and many orthesurgical specialties--also was'important.

In the physician surplus era into which the military are no -or

will soon be--moving, concerns for both quality and foe achievi

optimal quantity levels will'become important. The quantitatiVe

concerns will be to adjust the size of the enterprise so that the

output each year_will_not_exceed the number of Ihcancies for staff

physicians,in each of the specialties. As explained below,

determining the appropriate size of the GME programs will,be part of

a larger requirement for promulgating simultaneously a number.of

interrelated policies Aeded to manage the physician manpower pools

effectively.

4

Quality and Capitity of Military GME Programs

Each military medical departront anticipates-thatin wartime it

prepared to deal with large numbers of patient's with

traumatic injuries or massive exposure to toxins or infectious

agents.The training that'young physicians receive in peacetiu in

milita7y medical facilities is intended to assure that the physicians

,in the medical; departments have the necessary military and medical

skills to provide such service. Although the medical centers are

aware that the purpose of the dency programs is to train

physicians to support the operatio al missions of the armed services,

in fact the clinical care aspect o the training programs in military

boapitals in peacetime is indistinguishable from that being provided

to dieir counterparts in civilian hospitals. The.main difference

between residency programs in military hospitals and those found in

civilian hospitals is that the Department of' Defense programs orient

the residents to the military system. The site visitors were told

that new military physicians. trained in the civilian sector perform

teafficiently during their first few months of active duty when

Yearning how to fIction in a military organization. 'It was 'Aid

that physicians who receive& their graduate medical education in the
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military can walk into winilitad-hospital and perform immediately
since they are familiar with the language, the adminfbtrative
environment' and procedures; and the, jobs performed by medical
corpsthen. is could be important when military doctors' are Called

,

to active du in a national emergency.

All residenc training program's visited by thcommittee were
approved by the iaison Committee qn Graduate Medical Education (now
the ACGME) so that--except for four programs (of stotal of 243)-on
probationary status--the prograndat least met the minimum standards
for accreditation. Most of the programs appear to betproviding goo&
clinical training and, on the whole, the residents appeared to be
satisfied Withthe programs in which they are enrolled, though a
number remarked on their lick of opportunity, to engage in research.
The residents seemed to display a tenerally high level of clinical
confidgnce. Their competence is documented by their adequate
performance on the SpecialtelBoart examinations.'

In studying the residency review committeeoreports, an increased
need for staff supervision was mentioned in a number of programs.

These findings 'were confirmed by the site visit teams. It Was

observed that illAsit programs the'ratlo of faculty to trainees is on
the borderline -6f eptability, both in numbers and in depth Af

experience; additional senior staff was needed to strengthen them.
Some of the reviewers thought that thelresidentt had too much
independence and needed more direct supervision, especially when
learning surgical techniques. Several of the Site visitors suggested
that some of the residency prograins'should include more didactic
conferences and should require to residents to engage in more
scholarly activities:

Another area of.concern of both the site visit teams and the
Residency Review Committees was the amount of ,clinical experience
available to the esidents.: Certain residency programs rely very

1beavtly on thei affiliations with other. hospitals for clinical %
experience. MRst frequently, it is the specialized ,surgical training
prograps whe e this is the case. Consolidation of some of these
,programs int one regional military medit'al center open to residents

from all three military services was suggested by me of the site
.r-

0
visitOrs,a0 a means of strengthening borderline res dencies,
eliminating litastafibi duplication of fadilities,-and mproving the
qualitlof care on these services. In other program ,The widents
could be better utilized if.rhere were adequate equi ment ad! support
perionnel available. The site visitors were,told t at military
physicians spend a lat of time providing service at ancillary
personnel perform it the civilialpector.

. ,

A number of the sitvtlsit teams felt "that changes in the
practice patterns of mi' ry medicine had the potiptislto disr4t
the capacity for training at some of the less utilized facilities.
For instance, onA prOgnm was haying'trouble sustaining the patient

;D..%
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load to suppor training programs in pediatrics: obstetrics, internal
medicine and" amily practice. ,The establishment of family practice

panels had drawn ten percent of(the patient load away from the other
three services. In the future, if the option to enroll in a health
maintenance organization proves popular, withCHAMPUS beneficiaries,
it has the potential of-seriously reducing patients needed for
training purposes,at some of the major medical centers and,
therefore, of reducing or eliminating some of the GME programs at
those centers.

lin gym, the committee,
k

believes on the basis of its visits tp nine
medthal centers, that all three medical departments probably have
expanded their GME programs to their maximum capacity or even
slightly in excess of maximum capacity. The problem of identifying

thoseprograms'that have been expanded too far, or that are
borderline as far as quality goes, is One that each of the military
medical departments should address in a systematic way. The'

committee believes it ds.important for each medical department to
develop internal procedures to review the quality of the programs on
a regular basis. Such revIewt should assess the resources available
for AOME including et& scope and volume of patient ervices,
educational resources, and the adequacy of the teaching staff. These
reviews should involve expert consultdnts and should be conducted in
addition to the periodic accreditation, reviews by the ACME When
resourcet for a prqgram are found to be inadequate and cannot be
brought to the'needed level, the program should,be-reduced in size,
phased'out', or consolidated with a program at anotheF medical center,

0

g Optimal Site of GME Programs'

.r

The Rurpodts of military GME progcams have differed in the two
post World War II eras of military medicine because the eras differed
in one major circumstance: the ability of the mpitaijimedical

'departments to:repruit ehe number's of physicians they needed. During

the draft era, when the. -Berry Plan provided the military with all the
trained specialists they needed, military GMEwesmaintarnedat
moderate leVels beCause thare,wad no neeeto maximize the 1

quantita Ve effeCts of eitlitertbe process or the output aspectsof

GME. But as discussed earlier, tilt endaf the draft impelled each
$othe'm litary medical departments td -turn to t GME programs to

provide as much additional leverage as possible --n conjnIction with

the.HPSP--for recruiting'and-r4taintng physicians onactkie duty.-

ThuEfrom the standmipi' of the Missions o theiilitary medical
departments, the mptimal <f.e., the Most appropria ) size pf the 'GME

progOlim is a function, of the availability of the umbers and kinds' of

,,ilitary physicians needed. _.,when there are more than enough military

79-
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physicians availabge, the optimal size could be as small as the
minimum size judged to be necessary to sustain high quality patient
care. When there are persistent-shortages of physicians, the optimal
*size of the GME program is the maximum consistent witn.resource
availability and maintenance-of high quality educational prograths.

The committee considers that each of the military medical
departments acted reasonably and appropriately in maximizing military
GME (Wring a perfod of persistent shortages of military physicians.
Unde, the Circumstances that have obtained since 1973, maximal GME
(consistent with maintdm.Ke,of high quality programs) is the optimal
size to help approach and Oaintait the authorized levels of physician

staffingc'onsidered necessary for the "readiness:. mission.

Three caveats are necessary: (1) special efforts appear to be
necessary to avoid exceeding maximum capacity consistent with
quality, (2) the balance among specialties may require' attention
because the'shortages in some specialties are likely to disappear
sooner than in others, and '(3) advance planning for reducing GME
programs must-be undertaken to,aa:just smoothly to reduced size of GME
programs required in a new "steady-state" era in which the military

. no longer will be faced with shortages of physicians.

On the condition that these caveats.be observed and acted on, the
committee belfie;mb it'would be appropriate for, the Army to maintain
i,ts military GME programs at.maximal sLze until it reaches its

authorized, active duty strength and -has made substantial progress in
filling its vacancies for reserve physicians. It could then begin
scaling down its GME programs to the much smaller size that would be

,Nk compatible with the requirements for maintaining high quality active
T(duty and reserve forces at authorized strengths.

4,1 The 'circumstances of the Navy and the Air rce aresunh that
planning for the approaching physician,surplus 'a should be
undertaken on a priority basis. Although neither service has reached
the point that physician shortages are no longer a matter of
concern - =broth medical departments still assign to patient care large
numbers of general medical officers and flight surgeons who have not
completed residency training--tt seems clear that they are rapidly
approaching a'time when a shortage of physicians will no longer be
the 'problem.'" Any reduction of their GME programs should be planned
so that the reduced outputs for each specialty will be compatible
with a situation in which the sizes of the career and non- catleer

e.pools will havbeen pre-determined and the policies, mechanfsims,
slid criteria governing, promotions and assignments also will have been
adjusted appropriately to he new circumstances.

committe sees,

appropriate to require
the same proportion of
ii.tatus. The pertinent

no basis for assuming that it would be
all three medical departments to operat with
their active duty medical officers in G
circumstances of each department are '
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different. Each has a different amount, type and distribution of
patient care. facilities suitable for conducting GME programs and each

has very different requirements for operational assignmeQts foir its

physicians. The committee believes, however, that it will bf very

important for the Department of Defense to require that each)

department develop a set of planning criteria and personnel

policies--as well as GME program-sizesthat are appropriate 'fa the.

forthcoming era of military medicine and that are based on

appropriate and explicit assumptions#that are consistent among the

services and with overall DOD policyti ,27
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Appendix W

41,

INTERVIEW GUIDE
-for

IOM SITE VISITORS ,

"Interns, Residents, Fellows at Military Hospitals

Name

2.. Specialty of Residency

T. Year .of !raining

4. Medical School attended (dates)

5. How recruited into military 4ervice

6. Date of enlistment

7. Am:riunt of obligated time

e. Marital status

9. Number of dependents

10. Why di.d you choose military GME?

11. Ooes'this residency meet your expectations? Why?

-1, vb

12. Do you feel that there is a fair mix between providing medical

services and medicalkducationin this residency program?

13. What billets would you like to be assigned to? Why?

-93-
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14. Do you plan to remain past obligated service?
".!

15e What are your, professional. plans?

p

16,Wbat is or is not) desirable about a career in military medicine?.

V

17. ExpeCted date of separation?

18. In your 'opinion, what are the most undesirable billets?

a,

t

'19. How does the'assignment of these billets affect the decisioh4p0

remain in,the-military?

20. en do you expect to leave military service?

p.

\4

1,4

4,1
ti

a
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1. Name

2. Specialty

Appendix C

INTERVIEW. GUIDE

. for

IOM SITE VISITORS

Staff Physicians at Military Hospitals

4

#

3. Length of Service

#
4. Grade or Civil Ser,yice

How recruited into military

6. Medical school attended

7. Location. of GME

8. Amount of obligated time.

9. Marital status

10. Number of dependents

11. atronological list of billets

.0"

12. Why did you choose a careerjin military medicine?

O

-95-

07

r

oir

4,



V

13. What dre. your principle responsibilities?

A

1'

ri

41.

)

14. Are the any outstanding institutional problems that h4nder your

:
*

abilit to carry out yotr.duties?
7 .

.1"

15. How is.theInstftutiong- l morale?'

16. Describe the 'reliance on affiliabidns'
Clinical material?

I

teaching'staff.

I

17,. What kind of responsibility ddes the medical staff take for

- delivery of care in satellite units?

f`

4

it `1-1

91$


